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ABSTRACT
This dissertation describes several techniques to improve performance and con-
trollability of large-scale rigid body simulations. We first describe a statistical simula-
tion method that replaces certain stages of rigid body simulation with a statistically-
based approximation. We begin by collecting statistical data regarding changes in
linear and angular momentum for collisions of a given object. From the data, we
extract a statistical ”signature” for the object, giving a compact representation of
the object’s response to collision events. During object simulation, both the collision
detection and the collision response calculations are replaced by simpler calculations
based on the statistical signature. In addition, based on our statistical simulator,
we develop a mixed rigid body simulator that combines an impulse-based with a
statistically-based collision response method. This allows us to maintain high accu-
racy in important parts of the scene while achieving greater efficiency by simplifying
less important parts of the simulation. The resulting system gives speedups of more
than an order of magnitude on several large rigid body simulations while maintaining
high accuracy in key places and capturing overall statistical behavior in other places.
Also, we introduce two methods for directing pile behavior to form the desired
shapes. To fill up the space inside the desired shapes and maintain the stability
of the desired pile shapes, our methods analyze the configurations and status of all
objects and properly select some candidates to have their degrees of freedom (DOFs)
reduced. Our first method utilizes the idea of angles of repose to perform the analysis.
According to the desired angle of repose, we create an additional spatial structure to
track the piling status and select suitable objects to reduce their DOFs. In our second
ii
method, we adapt equilibrium analysis in a local scheme to find “stable” objects of
the stacking structure. Then, we restrict their DOFs by adding constraints on them
for stabilizing the structure. Overall, our directing methods generate a wider variety
of piled structures than possible with strict physically-based simulation.
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION
In our world, people are very often involved in scenarios having large numbers of
objects. Figure 1.1 shows a couple of examples: collecting thousands of products from
a farm, playing with plastic balls in a ball pit, or recycling a large number of bottles.
In these examples, many complex dynamic behaviors are occuring. Individually, an
object could collide, roll, slide, and rebound into another one; entirely, all objects
might be stacked together to fill spaces or to form piles. The more objects a scenario
has, the more complex it will be.
In computer graphics, simulation technologies provide an opportunity to bring
these scenarios to the digital world. It is so successful that we have seen a lot of
similar scenarios in video games, cartoon animations, digital art, and feature films.
The success also brings more demands. Undoubtedly, enlarging the scale of the
simulation is one of the more desired demands. For example, visual effects artists
may want to enlarge the scale of a scenario to an incredible level, making the digital
content more magnificent and exciting. Game developers often want to simulate more
objects in games and keep the realtime performance as well. These demands post a
challenge, performance. If performance of the simulation methods is not fast enough,
the scale will be very limited. Another demand is the ability to direct simulations.
To create attractive content, a visual effects artist may want to direct simulations.
They need to manipulate the simulation to support the needs of the art styles or
the needs of the stories. For example, they may need to guide the moving path
of a simulated object, or guide a group of objects to pile up with a desired shape.
However, the techniques for directing small scale simulations may not be practical for
directing large scale simulations. From these observations, we see challenges remain
for efficiently handling and controlling large scale multibody simulations. Certainly,
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Figure 1.1: Many scenarios in our society involve large numbers of objects. Top:
A whole truckload of lemons. Mid: Large numbers of balls in a playing pit. Bot-
tom: Numerous amounts of recycled bottles. All image are licensed under Creative
Commons and are taken by the following Flickr users: Susie Wyshak(Top), Mayhem
(Middle), and Michal Osmenda (Bottom).
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the objects in multibody simulation could be granular materials such as corn kernels,
rigid objects such as bricks, slightly deformable objects such as tires, or very soft
objects such as clothes. In this dissertation, however, we focus our attention on rigid
objects.
In this dissertation, we describe new technologies for advancing performance and
controllability of large-scale rigid body simulations. First, we develop a statistical
rigid body simulation system, which efficiently handles large-scale rigid body simu-
lation via statistical methods. Second, we introduce two simulation control methods
for directing piling behaviors, one of the more interesting, and challenging, features
of large rigid body simulations.
1.1 Rigid Body Simulation
For more than a decade, the need for rigid body simulations has increased in dif-
ferent domains, such as engineering and entertainment. Also, rigid body simulation
occurs across many different computational devices, from supercomputers to per-
sonal mobile devices. The need for rigid body simulation also drives much research
for improving simulation technologies.
Today, although we have better computers and better simulation technologies, the
need for fast simulation approaches keeps going due to the demands of simulation
scales that grow larger and larger. Many current simulation techniques are too slow
to be used for real-time applications, or are even too slow to be used for many
offline applications. In addition, the rise of small portable devices is another reason
to keep looking for faster simulation methods. The computational capabilities of
those devices are very limited, but the demands of running rigid body simulations
for games that run on them are very high.
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Improving performance for large-scale rigid body simulations is challenging. Gen-
erally, there are three important steps in rigid body simulation: motion status inte-
gration, collision detection, and collision response. Since the complexity of collision
detection algorithms are not linear, performance slows down very quickly when the
number of simulated objects increases. Also, when stacking happens, performance
gets worse since a huge number of contacts could keep occurring every time step.
Much research has shown that simplified models (of geometry, contact, or friction)
and GPU-based methods are able to increase performance. In these methods, how-
ever, collision detection is still the bottleneck, blocking the path for reaching larger
scale simulations. So, handling collisions efficiently is key to conquering performance
challenges in large-scale simulations.
In certain situations, people will not be able to predict exactly correct results or
notice some minor errors of natural phenomena and physical effects. For example,
seeing a rigid object dropped to a desk, one might expect the object will bounce
and roll, but have little sense of the exact response at each bounce. In addition,
an enormous number of events happen in parallel in a complex simulation scenario.
It is possible that we can simulate the plausible look and feel of complex situations
without making every single event totally correct.
On the basis of these insights, many simplified simulation techniques and concepts
such as simulation levels of detail have been developed. However, most of these
techniques have tended to use the same simulation framework, reduce the problem,
and then compute it with less fidelity (e.g. using a coarse level of geometric detail).
With the huge success of statistics in many computer science fields, such as search
engines and social networks, we think it is possible to increase performance of rigid
body simulation via statistically-based approaches. We want to discover how to use
statistical techniques to improve the computational performance of large-scale sim-
4
ulations.
1.2 Controllability for Rigid Body Simulation
Not just performance but also controllability is very important to rigid body
simulations. Results from simulations may not always present a desired result. Users
are eager to guide the simulation process to create more attractive digital content; for
example for an object to land with a specific orientation or follow a designed bouncing
path. Simply providing some tunable parameters in the dynamics equations cannot
achieve this task. Therefore, many studies have introduced novel control methods,
allowing artists to easily manipulate the simulation processes to achieve the results
they want to present. One example is keyframe-based approaches. A user could
define some key frames for an object, and the controlling algorithm and the simulation
algorithm will work together to force the simulated path to interpolate through those
key frames, while keeping the result plausible.
However, it is still very challenging to provide controllability for large scale sim-
ulation. Most of the controlling methods still target small scale problems due to
performance. Many controlling algorithms have been proposed based on optimiza-
tion approaches, which are extremely slow and cannot be used in a system with a
large number of objects. In addition, large-scale simulations might need different
types of controls; for example, having thousands of object stack up and form an ex-
aggerated shape. Developing intuitive and practical controls for users to manipulate
large-scale simulations is still an interesting open topic.
We noticed that there is a specific phenomenon, piling behavior, which demands
tweaking in large-scale rigid body simulations. Recently, we have seen a lot of piles
of objects in many animation films: for instance, trash piles in Wall-E, food piles in
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Ratatouille and Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs, and stone piles in Toy Story 3.
In those shots, large numbers of objects are stacked together to compose piles. The
shapes of those piles vary a lot, from flat to tall, and from realistic to exaggerated. It
is not easy to freely tweak the shapes of the piles by only relying on the friction and
the contact modeling techniques. This is simply because there is no direct mapping
between those dynamics models and the shape styles.
There exist some methods that can create aggregates with different styles stati-
cally, such as procedural based approaches[59] or synthesis based approaches[46]. In
addition, in a course section of SIGGRAPH ’07, Cho[13] shared a story about how
they created a food pile in Ratatouille. Still, we haven’t seen a method that can
efficiently direct the piling behavior in a dynamic simulation environment. This mo-
tivated us to design algorithms that can direct the piling process to form the shape
that a user want.
1.3 Thesis Statement
My thesis statement is:
Simulating large numbers of rigid bodies can be made efficient by modeling the
problem with a statistical computation scheme, and be made art-directable for stack-
ing behavior through degree-of-freedom reduction techniques.
One statistically-based rigid body simulator and two stacking control algorithms
are designed, implemented, and examined to support this thesis statement.
The key ideas behind the statistical computation scheme are precomputation and
reuse. A large amount of simulation data will be captured, analyzed, and arranged to
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build statistical models of collision response behaviors in advance. Then, at runtime,
we avoid the necessity of accurate collision determination by replacing impulse-style
collision response with a statistically based response model.
To direct the shape during the pile processing, our key idea is to properly select
objects and reduce their degrees of freedom (DOFs). The purpose is to make the
desired space be occupied and to stabilize the pile structure. To make sure the
animation results are plausible, we have to carefully pick objects to reduce their
DOFs. For example, if an object is already in the interior of a pile, freezing it won’t
affect the plausibility of the simulation. Therefore, we have to evaluate whether a
DOF reduction action is safe, with respect to the visual quality, before we do that.
To do so, we consider an object’s physical properties and several characteristics
of piling behavior, such as angles of repose, space distributions, and equilibrium
conditions of the structures, to select candidates. Then, the control process won’t
break plausibility of simulation results.
1.4 Research Overview
In this dissertation, we describe new methods to solve the efficiency and control-
lability problems when simulating large numbers of rigid bodies. The new methods
include one statistically-based rigid body simulator and two stacking control algo-
rithms. Much of this work has appeared in prior publications[28][29][30].
Our statistically-based rigid body simulator is a fast rigid body simulator that
uses a novel statistical approach to efficiently simulate large numbers of rigid objects.
Rather than performing a full simulation, this method instead replaces key aspects
of the simulation with results generated to mimic the statistical behavior of the sim-
ulation. The method has two stages. In the first stage, which is precomputed, we
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extract an object’s response to collisions from a lot of examples with a statistical
representation, called statistical signatures. In the second stage, during run time,
we use the statistical signature to quickly compute collisions and responses of that
object type. Note that the method is appropriate for simulation situations requiring
significant performance improvement, and allowing for some loss in fidelity. Eval-
uations show the new method boosts performance to a level that other simplified
methods cannot achieve. Meanwhile, it generates plausible results.
Moreover, we broaden the usability of the statistical rigid body simulation method
by combining it with a physically-based rigid body simulator. We can specify dif-
ferent simulation methods according to an object’s visual importance or different
necessity in the scene. The goal of this part is to offer a nonuniform simplification,
creating plausible rigid body simulations and achieving better performance as well.
In the second part of the dissertation, we describe two algorithms for stacking
control. First, we design a simple control method to support the art-directable pile
modeling for conical structures. This method uses the idea of angle of repose to
perform stacking control. Angles of repose determine the overall look-and-feel of
conical pile structures. To model different styles of piles, a user can simply specify
the angles of repose of the pile shapes. The control algorithm will automatically
track and control the stacking behavior to adjust the shape during simulation. Our
method allows users to specify the shapes of piles that can be obtained, allowing for
a more realistic or more art-directed look to emerge.
In addition, we present a more intuitive simulation control algorithm to support
art-directable stacking designs by automatically adding constraints to stabilize the
stacking structure. Unlike in the first control method, the structure can be any shape,
as long as it is physically achievable. We take users’ final designs, which might have
stability problems as input. Then, our method strengthens their designs by carefully
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decreasing the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of objects during simulation. This helps
reduce the perturbation in the structure and helps preserve the volume of the shape
as well.
Altogether, the new techniques presented in this dissertation allow us to achieve
significant performance improvement, and provide more art-directable stacking be-
haviors in large-scale rigid body simulations.
1.5 Chapter Overview
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review
several background and related studies. In Chapter 3, we describe the theory, im-
plementation, and evaluations of our statistically-based rigid body simulator. In
Chapter 4, we discuss how to broaden the usability of a statistically-based simula-
tor by combining it with a physically-based simulation. In Chapters 5 and 6, we
describe the two stacking control algorithms. Finally, in Chapter 7, we discuss the
advantages and limitations of the methods we presented here, as well as the possible
future extensions.
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2. BACKGOUND
In this chapter, we provide background material which helps readers to under-
stand the later chapters. We start by reviewing the fundamental of rigid body
simulation. Next, we will talk about the problems of object aggregation. Finally, we
will discuss several related studies.
2.1 Rigid Body Simulation
Rigid body modeling can be decomposed into four steps, motion state integration
(predict the new motion state of an object in the next timestep), collision detection
(finding whether two objects collide), collision determination (for two colliding ob-
jects, finding the point(s) where the collision is occurring), and collision response
(applying some force such as an impulse to response to the collision).
2.1.1 Motion State Integration
To predict the motion state of a rigid body, we need to compute the changing rate
of the motion state at current timestep. Here we roughly describe the procedures of
the integration step. The derivation of the equations in this section can be found in
[4] and [50].
First, each object has two constant variables, mass, m, and the inertia tensor of
the local object space, Ilocal. Also, we need to assign an initial motion state to an
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object. To represent the motion state of a rigid body, we need four variables,
Y =

x
R
P
L

. (2.1)
The position of the object is denoted as x, a vector ∈ <3. The orientation of the
object is denoted as R, a 3× 3 rotation matrix. P is the linear momentum and L is
the angular momentum (P and L ∈ <3).
Three derived states can be computed directly from the motion state:
v =
P
m
(2.2)
I−1 = RI−1localR
T (2.3)
w = I−1L (2.4)
v and w are the linear and angular velocity of the object, respectively. I−1 is the
inertia tensor of the global space.
The derivative of Y (the changing rate of the motion state), Y˙ , can be computed
by the following equations:
x˙ = v (2.5)
R˙ = w∗R (2.6)
P˙ = F (2.7)
L˙ = T (2.8)
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Here w∗ is a matrix made of the components of w. This is a mathematical
techniques for reforming a cross product to dot product. Basically, w×R is equal to
w∗R.
w∗ =

0 −wz wy
wz 0 −wx
−wy wx 0
 (2.9)
F and T are the total force and the total torque that work on the rigid body. The
sources of the them could be gravity (only for the total force), contact forces, or
users’ manipulations.
In the integration procedure, we first accumulate the forces and torques for each
object. Then we compute Y˙ , the changing rate of the motion state. Finally we use
an ODE integrator (e.g. Euler method or Runge-Kutta method) to compute the new
motion state in the next timestep, as well as these three derived states (v, I−1, and
w).
2.1.2 Collision Detection and Determination
Generally, collision detection has two phases, “broad phase” and “narrow phase”.
The goal of the broad phase is to quickly determine which pairs of objects “might”
be intersecting. On the other hand, in the narrow phase, more precise tests will be
applied to determine whether a pair of objects is intersecting.
For the broad phase collision detection, spatial subdivision and sweep-and-prune
are popular methods. Spatial subdivision approaches divide the whole scene into
small cells and then check overlapping between the objects and the small cells. If one
cell is occupied by more than one object, there is a potential collision. Moreover, it is
ideal to use hash tables to accelerate the tests. The sweep-and-prune approach first
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gives bounding volumes to all objects. A bounding volume is a simplified 3D shape
such as a sphere, an axis-aligned bounding box (AABB), or an oriented bounding
box (OBB), which is used to completely encapsulate the selected part of the object.
Then, the approach projects the lower bounds and upper bounds of all objects to
one axis (could be more than one). Next, by sorting and going through the list of the
lower bounds and upper bounds on the axis, potential collisions could be found. The
update of the list can be very efficient due to the timestep-to-timestep coherence.
Because objects generally don’t move too far from timestep to timestep, only a few
elements on the bounding list will change their order. Based on this characteristic,
insertion sort can be used to maintain the list very efficiently. The brute force
approach, which tests all pairs, needs to conduct n(n − 1)/2 collision tests for n
objects. Obviously the complexity is O (n2). With spatial subdivision approach or
sweep and prune algorithm, the expected complexity is way much better than O (n2)
in temporally coherent environment [66], though the worst-case is still O (n2).
For the narrow phase, bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) techniques are popular
approaches for speeding up collision tests. A bounding volume is a simplified 3D
shape such as a sphere, axis-aligned box, or oriented box, which is used to completely
encapsulate the selected part of an object. There are two main purposes of using
a bounding volume hierarchy. First, it provides cheaper cost for testing overlaps.
Second, it allows users to find non-colliding situations faster. To create the hierarchy,
top-down and bottom-up method are both popular strategies. For the top-down
method, it first creates a larger bound volume to cover the whole object. Then,
it divides the object into several parts, creates smaller bounding volumes to cover
these parts, and organizes the the hierarchies of these smaller bounding volumes.
Usually a tree structure is used to organize the hierarchies. The previous step will
be repeated until each bounding volume only includes one primitive element (e.g. a
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triangle). With a hierarchical representation of these bounding volumes, a collision
test can be terminated earlier when no collision is found at current hierarchy.
In addition, distance tracking algorithms are favorable for accelerating the tests
of BVH pairs. These kinds of algorithms can also use timestep-to-timestep coherence
to efficiently track the closest points on features (vertices, edges, or faces) of a pair of
objects. These algorithms rely on two key ideas. First, use Voronoi regions to quickly
identify the closest feature to a given point. The property of Voronoi partitions can
help quickly determine the closest pair of features. Second, start the test from the
closest feature pair in the previous timestep. Again, since objects usually don’t move
too much from timestep to timestep, the closest feature pair in the previous timestep
is highly likely to be the closest pair of this timestep. Lin-Canny’s algorithm[41] is
one of the famous feature-based methods. In collision detection libraries such as
I-COLLIDE[14] or SWIFT++[18], Lin-Canny’s algorithm is used to tested BVHs
pairs.
Several pieces of information that are needed for resolving the collision should be
calculated after a collision found. For example, the contact position, contact normal,
penetration depth, and so on. This step is usually called collision determination.
These computations are naturally combined within the narrow phase collision detec-
tion.
2.1.3 Collision Response
Once a collision is found, we need to immediately apply some forces (such as
impulses) on the objects to respond to the collision, avoiding the inter-penetration
problem.
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2.1.3.1 Separating collision contacts and resting contacts
Moore and Wilhelms[51] proposed a popular scheme to handle the contacts in
rigid body simulation — splitting “colliding contacts” and “resting contacts”. Be-
cause they have different characteristics, solving them separately is easier. So, under
this scheme, a general a simulation loop runs like this: process colliding contacts,
integrate motion states, and then handle resting contacts. The main difference be-
tween colliding contacts and resting contacts is the relative velocity of two objects
at the contact point. When a contact happens, if the relative velocity at the contact
point indicates that these two objects are approaching each other, it will be labeled
as a colliding contact. Usually this happens when two objects hit into each other
with certain speeds, and then they will rebound immediately. On the other hand,
resting contact happens when the relative velocity at the contact point is close to
zero. This happens when one object is just touching, but neither penetrating to nor
separating from another object; for example, an object resting or sliding on another
one.
2.1.3.2 Solve colliding contacts
The goal of handling colliding contacts is to instantaneously change the velocity
of the colliding objects to prevent penetration. To compute new velocities for the
objects, a general approach is to formulate the change of momentum (before contact
and after contact), which is called impulse, by the restitution equation and the idea
of conservation of momentum. After solving for the impulse, we apply it on both
objects to change their velocities. We will discuss the computation of impulses in
2.1.4.
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2.1.3.3 Solve resting contacts
The goal of handling resting contacts is similar to handling colliding contacts,
but it has a slight difference. The resting behavior should be maintained; otherwise
artifacts will degrade the visual quality; for example, an object might jitter on the
ground. Roughly, three different types of approaches have been used to solve resting
contacts, penalty method[51][17], analytical method[3], and impulse method[50][24].
The analytical method is a global method, which means it solves all resting contacts
at a time. On the contrary, the penalty and impulse methods are local methods.
They solve the contacts one by one.
The simplest penalty method applies spring forces on the contact points to min-
imize the penetrations. The computation cost is very low, and the implementation
is very easy too. A common issue of the method is the stiffness of the spring. A stiff
spring would make objects jitter, but a soft spring would let them penetrate into
other objects.
The analytical method is a constraint-based method. By imposing a zero pen-
etration distance as the constraint, it computes the correct contact forces at the
contact point to avoid penetration. Usually it can be modeled as a linear comple-
mentarity problem (LCP). Non-penetration is guaranteed if we solve the problem
correctly. However, when considering frictions in the system, it becomes very hard
to solve (NP-Hard)[17]. Also, it is more difficult to implement.
The impulse method basically computes impulses for both colliding contact and
resting contact. In other words, it treats all contacts the same. But, it needs special
treatments to avoid penetrations or jittering effects when it handles resting con-
tacts. For example, in Mirtich’s thesis[50] he dynamically determined the coefficient
of restitution to relieve the penetration problem. The more penetration an object
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got, the higher of a coefficient should be used. Furthermore, Guendelman et al. [24]
proposed an alternative way to avoid the penetration. Their main idea is to post-
pone the position integration until all contacts are solved. After handling colliding
contacts, they just integrate the velocity states. If the position is updated here, the
updated velocity will mess up the resting behaviors. So, they immediately solve the
resting contacts, which will correct the velocity. After this, it is safe to update the
position states.
2.1.4 Impulse Computation
Here we review the impulse computation with static and kinetic friction.
To goal is to find an impulse j at a point, c, to change the velocity to avoid further
penetration. Let r be the vector from c to the center of mass of the object. The
change of linear and angular velocities can be described in the following equations,
v+ = v− +
j
m
(2.10)
w+ = w− + I−1(r∗j) (2.11)
The + notation means new velocity; the − means old velocity. Again, we convert
r× j to r∗j.
So, the new and old combined velocities at the contact point, u+ and u−, can be
described in the following equations,
u− = v− +w− × r (2.12)
u+ = v+ +w+ × r (2.13)
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By plugging (2.10) and (2.11) in to (2.13), we can have
u+ = v− +
j
m
+ (w− + I−1(r∗j))× r
= v− +
j
m
+w− × r+ (I−1(r∗j))× r
= u− +
j
m
+ r∗T (I−1(r∗j))
= u− + (
1
m
+ r∗T (I−1(r∗)))j
= u− +Kj (2.14)
Next, we are going to list the new and old relative velocities of two objects at
the contact point so that we use Newton’s law of restitution to solve the impulse
value. Also, we know the impulse works on both objects with opposite directions
but with the same magnitude. The relative velocity can be described as the following
equations,
u−rel = u
−
a − u−b (2.15)
u+rel = u
+
a − u+b
= (u−a +Kaj)− (u−b +Kbj)
= (u−a − u−b ) + (Ka +Kb)j
= u−rel +KT j (2.16)
Generally, restitution equation can be described as
−u−rel = u+rel (2.17)
Here  is the coefficient of restitution, and its value is between 0 and 1. This law
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Figure 2.1: Friction cone model for switching switch between static friction and
kinetic friction. If the contact force are inside the cone (e.g. Fa), we compute the
impulse with static friction. Otherwise with kinetic friction (e.g. Fb).
is correct for the relative velocity in the contact normal direction.
With this in mind, we now consider restitution equation in static friction and ki-
netic friction cases. We split the relative velocity to tangential and normal directions,
urel = urel tt + urel nn. Here urel t and urel n are scalars; t and n are the normal-
ized tangential and normal directions, respectively. For the static friction case, u+rel t
should be zero. Reformulating (2.17) by considering this condition, we can have
−u−rel nn = u+relnn
= u+rel
= u−rel +KT j (2.18)
Then j can be solved as
j = K−1T (−u−rel − u−rel nN) (2.19)
Finally, let’s consider the switch between static friction and kinetic friction. We
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first check this impulse value of (2.19) and compute its normal component and tan-
gential component. We then use a friction cone model to determine which mode it
should be. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, a friction cone model generates a cone region
based on the friction coefficient. If the contact forces are inside the cone, we com-
pute the impulse with static friction; otherwise we compute the impulse with kinetic
friction. Therefore, given a friction coefficient, µ, if jt ≥ µjn, we should switch to
a kinetic friction case. In the kinetic friction case, we let jt = µjn by assuming the
objects get the largest friction force. So the impulse becomes
j = jnn− jtt
= jnn− µjnt
= jn(n− µt)
= jnk (2.20)
Then, taking a dot of (2.17) with n on both sides, we can have
−u−reln = u+reln (2.21)
−u−rel n = (u−rel +KT j)n
= u−rel n + n
T ∗KT j (2.22)
jn can be solved by substituting j in (2.22) with (2.20)
−u−rel n = u−rel n + nT ∗KT jnk (2.23)
jn =
−(1 + )u−rel n
nT ∗KTk (2.24)
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Once jn is solved, jt = µjn.
2.2 Aggregate Problem of Rigid Body Simulation
In rigid body simulation, some problems emerge when objects start to aggregate.
First, to make objects able to aggregate together, friction modeling is necessary.
Second, the penetration problem is more severe in this situation than other situations.
The previous two points sound more like problems of core simulation techniques while
the third problem, which arises from the usage of object aggregations, is the demand
of artistic control for aggregation.
Friction is fundamental to aggregation. Without friction, objects can not pile up.
However, modeling friction is not easy. If we use an analytic method, considering
friction makes the resting contact not easy to solve. Many approaches proposed
using either approximated models or ingenious solvers to compute friction forces
more stably and efficiently[37][38].
Instead, if impulse-based methods are used, the penetration problem is much more
severe when objects are piling up. For an object inside a pile, if it is penetrating with
another object, it also could be pushed in the penetration direction by other objects
around its nearby area. Penetrations are not easy to recover from this situation. In
addition, for an impulse based method, since we solve the resting contacts in a local
scheme (one by one) the sequence to solve them is very critical. While objects are
stacked together, resolving a penetration could cause more penetrations under this
scheme. It does not guarantee all of the resting contacts will be resolved. Some
stop-based approaches are proposed to mitigate this problem[63][24]. Basically, they
stop the object when an object’s energy or velocity is low.
Even with the improved modeling techniques of friction or contact, we still can-
not just rely on friction to control the aggregation. This is simply because there is
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no direct mapping between the appearance of an aggregation and friction. Model-
ing massive aggregated objects by hand takes up a great deal of time so people are
looking for easy and intuitive methods to control the look-and-feel of aggregations.
2.3 Background: Static Equilibrium Analysis
Static equilibrium analysis is a method to identify whether a stacking structure
is steady or not. For a stable stacking structure, it satisfies equilibrium constraints,
compression constraints, and friction constraints [44, 27]. Although it has been
mainly used in structural and mechanical engineering, recently Whiting et al. [71]
utilized this idea to automatically select parameters for procedurally creating ma-
sonry buildings with a feasible look and feel. Our method is inspired by their work.
In the following, we give an overview of static equilibrium analysis. We also refer
readers to Whiting’s PhD dissertation [73] for understanding more detail.
Before applying analysis, we must find all contact points between objects. If
objects are in contact across an edge or surface (rather than at just a point), the
points are chosen from the vertices of the boundary of the overlapping area.
Aeq · f+w = 0 (2.25)
Afr · f ≤ 0 (2.26)
fin ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ sampled contact points (2.27)
Equation (1) is the equilibrium equation, which states that the sum of all forces
and torques on all contact points of the structure should be zero. In equation (1),
w is a vector containing the weight of each object, f (the unknown) is the vector of
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contact forces, and Aeq is the coefficient matrix of equilibrium equations.
Equation (2) states the friction constraints. Note that in order to linearize the
system, a friction pyramid model is used to substitute for the friction cone model:
|f it1|, |f it2| ≤ µsf in, ∀i ∈ sampled contact points (2.28)
Here µs is the coefficient of static friction.
Equation (3) is the compression only constraint. This constraint ensures there is
no tensile strength due to the property of rigid body stacking. Given a set of contact
point samplings of the structure, we can create a system of linear inequalities based
on these three equations. If f is solvable in this system, the whole structure stands
stably. This system can be solved by linear programming if there exists a solution
[44].
2.4 Related Studies
This section discusses several previous studies that have been used to improve
performance and controllability of dynamic simulation in Computer Graphics.
2.4.1 The Concept of Simplified Simulation
Many approaches are designed to trade off simulation accuracy and speed, allow-
ing simulations to vary in accuracy as needed.
Level of detail techniques are now a well-understood area [45], and many of
the principles of LOD carry forward, with some modification, to SLOD. The goal
of simulation level of detail(SLOD) is to provide a tradeoff between quality and
performance for simulations. SLOD was introduced to computer graphics through
the work of Berka [8] and Carlson and Hodgins [9]. The applications of SLOD are
varied, including dynamics systems [9, 57], particle systems [56], hair animations [70],
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and plant motions [6, 19]. To achieve maximum scalability, SLOD usually involves
view culling techniques [9, 12].
In addition, Chenney and Forsyth [11] worked on ways to simplify simulations,
including early work on certain types of simulations being replaced by statistical
models.
There has also been a push toward simplifying simulation by modeling modes
of response. James developed some of the key techniques related to modeling of
deformations using dimensionality reduction [34]. This work was later followed up
by Treuille et al. [67], who applied it to fluid simulation. This sense of reducing
computation in real-time by precomputing animation and extracting a simplified
model of behavior has motivated the approach we explore here.
Barzel et al. produced one of the earliest papers arguing for the need for plausible
motion over precise motion [5]. While their focus was somewhat different, in part
arguing that less precision sometimes leads to greater plausibility, this basic theme
was echoed by several later papers. O’Sullivan et al. [57, 58] have done a significant
amount of work in coupling such perceptual studies with simulation.
2.4.2 Simplified Collision
Collision detection is a well-explored field. Rather than reviewing it extensively
here, we suggest referring to one of the many survey papers (e.g. [36]) or books (e.g.
[1]) that discussion collision detection.
Simplified collision detection is a very common approach used in the real-time
graphics community. Typically, in order to achieve the frame rates desired, object
collisions are computed with far simpler geometry. A bounding volume hierarchy
may be used, but evaluated only to a particular depth, in order to maintain a good
frame rate [32].
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However, in the cases where such approaches are used, the collision detection is
usually all that is desired (e.g. to find if a character has hit some other object). For
rigid body simulation, more is needed - the point(s) of collision and from that the
response must be calculated. To achieve plausible collision response, the simplified
collision detection approach is not sufficient.
Although the principles may have wider applicability, our work focuses on rigid
body simulation. For deformable objects, other approaches for speeding up simula-
tions (e.g. via conservative bounding spheres) have been explored [35].
Work on simplified collision response is far more limited. One approach has been
to use particle systems instead of rigid bodies [2, 33], but here one must maintain
several particle-particle linkages, which can be problematic.
Collisions have also been approximated for control, rather than for simulation
speed. Popovic´ et al. [61] modified collision responses in order to control simulation
behavior, and Twigg and James[69] used modified collisions to “reverse” simulations
from a solved steady state.
2.4.3 Realtime Rigid Body Simulation on GPU
Graphics processing units (GPUs) provide great ability to handle massively par-
allel computations. Recently, many works related to rigid body simulation utilize
the power of the GPU to speed up the computation.
Many GPU-based collision detection algorithms have been proposed[64, 62]. For
broad phase, spatial subdivision[23] and sweep-and-prune[42] algorithms are able to
be parallelized and implemented on the GPU. Moreover, Bounding Volume Hier-
archies can be constructed by GPU-based parallel algorithms[39]. These methods
clearly speed up performance. Liu et al.’s [42] method is specifically designed for
multi objects collision detection. It can handle broad phase collision detection with
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1 million spheres at around 10 Hz.
Also, the solvers for collision response can be implemented on GPU. It is rela-
tively easy to parallelize penalty and impulse methods on the GPU since they handle
contacts one by one. So, most of the research on GPU accelerated rigid body dynam-
ics aims to the development of LCP solvers to solve a large number of contacts in
parallel. Harada [26]introduced a parallel conjugate gradient method for solving the
contact constraints. Tonge et al. [65] proposed an efficient Jacobi-based LCP solver.
A more comprehensive literature about using GPU solvers for rigid body simulations
can be found in Bender et al.’s report[7].
2.4.4 Contact and Friction Stabilization
Modeling contact and friction accurately helps objects rest stably in simulations.
Solving for contact and friction separately, which most solvers do, leads to stability
issues. Kaufman et al. [38] propose a coupled model for solving contact and friction
together and demonstrate that the method is able to simulate structures that need
a lot of friction for support.
Temporarily stopping some objects is another way to stabilize structures. Mat-
tikalli et al. [48] proposed a method for stably assembling objects under gravity. The
method finds critical positions and pins those positions during an assembly task.
Guendelman et al. [24] introduced the idea of shock propagation on a impulse-based
contact solver to improve stability of object stacking. Erleben[20] extended the idea
to an analytical contact solver. Most of these works increase stability from the funda-
mental formulations of contact and friction, while our work tries to achieve stability
by utilizing static equilibrium analysis.
Recently, Whiting et al. [71, 72] also utilized static equilibrium analysis to au-
tomatically select parameters for procedurally creating masonry buildings with a
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feasible look and feel. But their work focused on improving the structural stability
by exploring the variations of the geometry shapes.
2.4.5 Directable Simulation Control
The idea of directable simulation control in a physically-based simulation system
is to adjust the simulation process in a way that matches a user’s direction while
maintaining visual plausibility.
Many approaches can achieve this idea such as matching keyframes or examples[49],
matching simulations in different levels of detail[31, 53] or using a time-reverse sim-
ulation scheme[69].
Directable simulation control has been explored in most areas of simulation, in-
cluding rigid body simulations[10, 61, 60, 68, 69], deformable object simulations[47],
and fluid simulations[49, 21, 55, 54, 31, 53].
For multibody control, Popovic´ et al. [61, 60] used optimization techniques to
search for a solution between the initial and the end configuration specified by the
user. This technique works very well for simulations involving a small number of ob-
jects, but it has performance issues for large scale simulations. Twigg and James[68]
introduced a selection-based approach to achieve simulation control. They provide
an interface that users can easily review and select desired results from a precom-
puted example database. Time-reverse simulation is another interesting technique
proposed by Twigg and James[69]. Although it starts the simulation from the ending
configuration and steps the simulation backward (t, t − ∆t, t − 2∆t), it maintains
the correct look and feel of the simulation when we play the result forward (0, ∆t,
2∆t). However, to handle complex stacking situations, it needs special treatment,
and the sliding, rolling and bouncing motions are limited to the top of the stacking
structure.
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2.4.6 Object Aggregation Modeling
Modeling massive aggregated objects by hand takes up a great deal of time.
Rather than trying to model the individual contact and stacking forces and have a
pile result, a few papers aim to model the pile itself and make the objects adapt to
it.
As objects fall, a conical hill tends to be formed little by little. An interesting fact
is that no matter how many of the same objects are piled up, there exists a maximal
stable slope of that pile. The angle of the slope is called the angle of repose [75, 43].
This concept has been used previously in graphics to generate realistic models of
material (such as snow) in a final position [22], but has not been used directly in
simulation until now.
The maximal angle of repose is related to several factors: the size of objects, the
shape of objects, and the material friction. In order to generate piles “correctly”
within a simulation, simulation of the contact frictional forces is necessary. This
tends to be a much more complex and time-consuming approach, and so often the
models of static and dynamic friction are replaced with simplifications, e.g. fric-
tional components within an impulse response. The net result is that while a typical
simulation will support some piling due to object geometry and the limited approx-
imations of friction, the piles that result are often shallower (i.e. a lower angle of
repose) than those that might be desired.
In addition, several techniques have been proposed to generate aggregations. Ma
et al. [46] proposed an example-based approach to synthesize repetitive elements
across a user specified domain. Peytavie et al. [59] introduced an aperiodic tiling
technique to generate rock piles procedurally. Cho et al. [13] used an upside down
mesh as a container for catching objects dropped into it, then turned the container
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upside down again when it finished. Fearing[22] took the concept of angle of repose to
generate realistic snow piles. These methods are designed to generate static models
or offer only limited control over shapes. Modeling massive aggregated objects for
dynamics use is still a challenging problem.
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3. STATISTICAL SIMULATION OF RIGID BODIES
3.1 Introduction
The most computationally significant portions of rigid body simulation are in the
detection and response to collisions. In a typical system, this process involves three
stages: collision detection, determination, and response. Collision detection involves
finding whether or not a collision has occurred for a rigid object. Collision determi-
nation, which is sometimes combined with collision detection or response, involves
finding the exact point at which a collision occurs. Collision response involves com-
puting the response of the object to the collision. A typical method for doing this is
to compute an impulse that is applied to the object, changing its linear and angular
momentum. Usually, collision detection and determination occupy the largest frac-
tion of time in the simulation. Collision response is a relatively fast calculation, but
relies on accurate collision determination in order to produce realistic results.
In this chapter, we describe a statistical method to simplify four important steps
of the rigid body simulations: collision detection, collision determination, collision
response, and resting. Our approach modifies each of these steps by using sim-
plified calculations based on a statistical “signature” precomputed for the object.
Collision detection and determination are replaced by a simple collision detection
computation based on a sphere, where the radius varies based on statistical analysis
of typical collisions for the object. Collision determination is eliminated. While this
alone provides most of our performance improvement, it poses challenges for colli-
sion response, since we no longer have an accurate point of collision. For collision
response, we use statistical data to directly change linear and angular momentum,
producing a plausible response. Furthermore, we directly modify the objects as they
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approach a rest state, in order to ensure that objects come to rest in configurations
matching those commonly encountered statistically.
While this approach does lose some fidelity, the statistical properties of the rigid
body motions are maintained. Further, these simplifications provide significant in-
creases in simulation speed. This makes our approach highly suitable for any situa-
tion in which a tradeoff of fidelity for performance is desirable.
3.1.1 Main Results
The result of this chapter shows that a statistically-based collision approach can
provide plausible results. We describe how such a system can be implemented. In
particular, we discuss below:
• how a statistical signature can be precomputed by analyzing several represen-
tative applications (Sec. 3.2),
• how the statistical signature can be used to simplify the collision detection,
determination and response calculations,
• how the particular case of rigid objects coming to rest (on a planar surface) is
handled.
• how to save the storage of the collision response signature by fitting the data
with B-Spline hypersurfaces to save storage (Sec. 3.3).
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Overview
The fundamental idea of our statistically-based rigid body simulation is to ap-
proximate the collision model of a rigid object by an dynamic sphere, which will
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boost the computation performance. However, the collision response behavior of a
simplified sphere collision model is different from the behavior of the original colli-
sion model. To more accurately approximate the collision response behavior of the
original collision model, we develop a statistically-based approach to blur the error
caused by the simplified sphere model, including how to determine the size of the
dynamic sphere and how to synthesize plausible collision response velocities.
Our approach has two stages. In the first stage, which is precomputed, we run
several simulations for individual objects from a variety of collision situations. We
use these results to collect a statistical “signature” for that object’s response to
collisions. In the second stage, we use the statistical signature during run-time to
quickly compute collisions and responses of that object type. When objects are
approaching a rest condition, we modify our approach slightly in order to ensure the
object ends in a valid rest state.
3.2.2 Reduction of Sampling Space for Determining Collision Response
As mentioned above, our method has to sample a series of collision situations,
compute the response velocities from those collisions, collect these results, and utilize
them in the run-time stage. We will collect this data by examining a particular,
simple, scenario in which we have only an object and a horizontal plane, and the
object is shot from the air to intersect the plane. In this scenario, a combination of
the object’s orientation (q), linear velocity (v), and angular velocity (w) at the time
of collision is called a “collision configuration.” Note that the collision configuration
is 9-dimensional, and that it must be determined at the point of collision. For
the scenario we deal with, the collision configuration is sufficient (assuming fixed
parameters such as mass, elasticity, etc.) to determine exactly what the collision
response should be.
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We could sample collision responses across this entire 9D space. However, there
are two main issues with doing so. First, determining the configuration requires
knowing the exact point of collision. Precise collision determination is the most
time-consuming portion of the collision detection-determination-response process.
In the interest of speed, we would like to simplify this collision determination, and
thus may not have a collision configuration at the precise point of collision. Second,
the 9 dimensional data presents too large of a space to sample effectively. For both
time (to sample this space) and space (to store the sampled data) reasons, we need
to work with a smaller dimensional data set.
The original 9D sampling space covers the magnitude of v and w, the direction of
v and w, and the orientation q of the object. We first reduce the sampling space to
a 6D space by giving up the 3 dimensions of q. Knowing the orientation q requires
precise collision determination, and as mentioned above, we do not want to spend
the time for such precise determination in our statistically-based simulation. We
instead will treat the object as a sphere (as we discuss below), and will ignore the
precise orientation. During the sampling phase, we will randomly select orientations
and collect statistical data for the range of possible orientations.
We can then go a step further to reduce the sampling space to 4D. If we sample
the magnitude of v and w and the direction of v and w just on a plane which
is perpendicular to the horizontal plane, the sampling space can be reduced from
6D to 4D (i.e. two scales for the magnitudes and two angles for the directions).
Then, by transforming the sampling results from the horizontal plane, it is able to
approximately cover the original 6D sampling space. The detail of how to sample
collision configurations in this reduced space will be discussed in section 3.2.3.2.
As a result, we will collect statistical data that spans a 4D space, though the test
scenarios will be sampled from the entire 9D space.
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Figure 3.1: Illustrating the collision height. Height measures the distance of the
center of mass from the plane an object is colliding against.
3.2.3 Determining a Signature
We consider an object’s signature to be a collection of statistical data regarding
its behavior under collision configurations. We determine a signature by running
numerous tests from various starting configurations, measuring the values we are
looking for directly, and then extracting both the mean, µ, and standard deviation,
σ, for those statistics. There are three main parts to the signature, which we discuss
here.
3.2.3.1 Determining Sphere Radius
Perhaps the most important part of the signature is the radius of the sphere to
be used for collision. During our simplified simulation, we will replace the object
geometry with a simplified sphere geometry. We must determine the appropriate
radius of sphere to use. To do this, we determine height, the distance of an object’s
center of mass from a plane at the time of collision. Figure 3.1 illustrates the height
measurement for a box.
Height can vary significantly, depending on the dimensions of the object. Fur-
thermore, height is correlated very closely with angular velocity, w. Considering
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Figure 3.2: Graph showing the range of collision heights for a 1 × 1 square falling
against a line. Angular velocity is measured relative to a fixed linear velocity. As
the angular velocity increases, the collision height approaches
√
2/2.
the box example from Figure 3.1, the minimum height shown can only occur when
the box collides exactly along its large face. Generally this requires that the box be
falling straight down with no angular velocity. As |w| increases, it is not possible for
the collision to occur at this height, since the object will rotate as it approaches the
plane. One of the corners or edges of the box will collide before the face can collide.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.2 for a 2D square (side length = 1). The graph
shows the range of recorded collision heights recorded from a series of experiments
with random starting heights at a variety of angular velocities. With no angular
rotation, the height at collision may be anywhere from 0.5 to
√
2/2. As angular
rotation increases, the height approaches
√
2/2. For a given angular velocity, then,
we can compute the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the heights over a
variety of simulations. We store this in a table. While this simple case could have
been computed analytically, it illustrates the process used for more complex shapes.
Further, while this may seem obvious for the simple 2D square, similar behavior is
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seen for more complex objects in 3D.
We call the height at collision hcoll. To collect hcoll data, we run several trials
(notated as n in Equation 3.1) for a given object. We fix the linear velocity, v, and
use a variety of random angular velocities, w. Note that w must be recorded relative
to the magnitude of v (i.e. it is not the absolute rotation, but rather the rotation
relative to linear velocity that matters). As a result, this table is indexed by |w|/|v|,
notated as r in Equation 3.1. Given a range of |w|/|v| values, extracting µ for that
range is straightforward:
µhcoll(r) =
∑n
i=1 h
i
coll(r)
n
. (3.1)
We store µhcoll in the collision height table, which can be queried by the value of
|w|/|v|.
As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the height tends to vary much more for lower values
of |w| than for larger ones. Thus, to assure that we capture the variation in µ
accurately, we use a non-uniform sampling over the range of |w| values. Specifically,
we sample |w| more closely at lower values, and much more sparsely at higher values.
Later, we can reconstruct µ for any |w| value by interpolating between the nearest
samples.
3.2.3.2 Determining Collision Response
The second key part of the signature is the characterization of the collision re-
sponse. Collision response characterizes the result of a collision in terms of the change
in v and w due to the collision. Again, we will perform a series of trials, and deter-
mine µ and σ for various indexed values in the table. In the sampling environment,
we have two planes. The first one is a collision plane, which is a geometric object for
colliding with the dropped object. The second plane is called sampling plane, which
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a b
Figure 3.3: We use a sampling plane (a) to collect data. v− is the linear velocity
before collision, by definition in the sampling plane, moving at an angle θ to the
plane normal. w− is the vector expressing angular velocity (the direction giving axis
of rotation, and the magnitude the absolute velocity). w− forms an angle φ with
v−. Note that w− does not necessarily stay on the sampling plane. To retrieve the
sampling data during simulations, we first locate a working plane (b), on which the
v− and the collision normal stay. Also, we project w− to the working plane. Finally
we compute θ and φ to and use them along with v− and w− to query the response
velocities.
is served as a reference plane for systematically sampling the collision scenarios. To
control the collision scenarios, no gravity or external forces are applied.
Again, as mentioned in Sec. 3.2.2, the sampling space of collision scenarios is
reduced to a 4D space, so we will collect data in a table indexed by four different
values. These values are illustrated in Figure 3.3a. Specifically, a sampled collision
configuration(χ) includes
• θ, the angle between v− and the inverse direction of the plane normal.
• φ, the angle between v− and w−.
• |v−|, the magnitude of linear velocity.
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• |w−|, the magnitude of angular velocity.
First, we force v− to stick on the sampling plane. However, this restriction is not
necessary for w−. Given a φ, the possible directions of w− form a cone as shown in
Figure 3.3a). We will randomly pick one possible direction for each trial. Note that
v− is set so the object moves toward a plane.
Again, we do not have to sample these values uniformly, but can adjust the
sampling to better capture wider variations in the measured statistics.
We use an impulse-based simulation with precise collision detection to determine
the collision location and response. From this, we compute three response values:
• v+rigid, the linear velocity after collision.
• w+rigid, the angular velocity after collision
• v+particle, the resulting linear velocity we would expect if the object were simply
a sphere (or particle) rather than a rigid object.
µvrectified(χ) =
∑n
i=1(v
+
rigidi
)(χ)− (v+
particlei
)(χ)
n
(3.2)
We collect and store data in two tables (each indexed in the four dimensions listed
earlier). One table (the w table) contains µ and σ values for the angular velocity
(w+rigid). The other table (the v table) contains µ and σ values for the difference
in linear velocity from a particle response. Equation 3.2 shows how to compute
the µ of the rectified linear velocity. While typically the µ value for that table is
near 0 (i.e. on average, the response is similar to a particle bouncing), the σ value
certainly is not. Note that this is one of the key areas where our statistical signature
provides additional information that could not be obtained by simply treating the
whole object as a sphere.
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3.2.3.3 Determining Resting Configurations
The third aspect of the signature that we collect is information about the typical
resting conditions (on a plane) for an object. As an object comes to rest, there are
typically only a few stable configurations it can end up in. Mirtich [50] previously
explored the idea of estimating common resting configurations (or in his terms, “pose
statistics”), however most previous work has focused on finding such stable configu-
rations automatically from the geometry (and this is not always an easy operation).
For some models, even though some configurations might technically be stable, those
configurations rarely occur in practice (e.g. if small forces would tend to upset the
stable configuration). An example would be a long skinny box: though it could end
up resting on one end, it is far more likely to end on one of its larger sides. Thus,
we again measure resting conditions using a statistical approach.
We perform several simulations, in a variety of starting configurations (differing
orientations and velocities), but apply gravity to the simulation. Again using an
impulse-based simulator, we simulate the object precisely until it reaches a resting
configuration (momentum falls below a threshold). We collect two pieces of data:
• The height of the center of mass when the object is at rest, hrest). Note that
this will often be much smaller than the µ of hcoll at w = 0.
• The rest orientation, nrest, giving the plane normal expressed in the object’s
local coordinate system.
Notice that each nrest should correspond to a unique hrest. Also, nrest represents the
“up” direction for the object in that rest configuration; rotating around that vector
should still give a stable rest configuration.
In this case, we do not compute µ and σ values. Rather, we run several trials,
and determine the (nrest, hrest) values. For those that occur often enough (e.g. more
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than 5% of the time), we store this as a “valid” rest configuration within the object
signature.
3.2.4 Using Signature Data to Approximate Collisions
Given the signature data for a model, we can use it at run-time to simplify our
collision calculations. We will describe our basic approach here, and discuss how we
handle resting conditions in section 3.2.5.
3.2.4.1 Determining Object Collision
At run-time, we replace the geometry of the object with a simple sphere, and
use this to test for collisions. The same sphere is used for both object-plane and
object-object collisions. To determine the radius of the sphere to use (spheres are
always centered on the center of mass), we compute the relative magnitude of the
angular velocity to the linear velocity, i.e. |w|/|v|. We use this to index into the table
(both interpolating neighboring values and simply using the nearest value work well)
of hcoll. This table gives us the mean value, µ, of the collision distance, and we
use that for the radius of the sphere. Note that the sphere radius may change from
timestep to timestep; since this change is usually minor, we can limit the frequency
of sphere size updates if desired (we have not done this in our implementation results
presented below).
When an object is found to collide with another object or with a plane (polygon),
we apply the collision response calculation described next.
Note that this approach is focused on the narrow phase of collision detection. It
can be easily augmented by standard broad-phase collision detection speedups, such
as a sweep-and-prune operation or spatial subdivision. It is best to use a sphere
of the maximum size possibly needed (i.e. a bounding sphere) for the broad-phase
calculations, since otherwise temporal coherency may be lost due to updates of sphere
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sizes.
3.2.4.2 Determining Object Response
To calculate collision response, we make use of the v and w tables stored in the
signature to determine a statistically plausible collision response. Refer to figure 3.3b
for some of the notation. The specific steps are as follows:
1. Calculate the collision plane normal. If the object collides with a plane, that
plane is the collision plane. If the collision is with another object (represented
by a sphere), the plane is the separating plane between the two spheres at
the point of collision (perpendicular to the line connecting the sphere centers).
Note that only the collision plane normal, ncollision, is needed in our scheme
(we do not need the actual plane or the penetration depth of the object pair).
2. Calculate the working plane normal. We define the working plane to be the
plane spanned by the collision plane normal and the object’s linear velocity;
its normal is nworking.
3. Compute a rotation matrix from the canonical system to the working system.
The data stored in the v and w tables is computed relative to the canonical
system used for sampling (see Figure 3.3a). We must be able to convert that
data to the system (defined by the collision plane and working plane normals)
encountered at runtime (see Figure 3.3b). This rotation matrix (formed from
the collision and working plane normals) is applied to the results of the later
steps (we do not explicitly state this later).
4. Compute the current configuration. For the working system, we need to com-
pute the values of θ, φ, |v−|, and |w−|. These are computed as in the signature
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determination stage for collision with a plane. For collision with another ob-
ject, the velocity is determined relative to the other object (i.e. as if that object
were fixed).
5. Retrieve statistical data. The configuration data is used to retrieve values
(µv, σv) and (µw, σw) from the v and w tables.
6. Determine the new w+. We form a Gaussian distribution based on µw and σw,
and we then generate a random sample from that distribution.
7. Determine the new v+. We first calculate a linear velocity response, v+particle
based on a simple calculation as if the object were a particle. Then, similar to
w, we generate a random value, v+rectified based on µv and σv. The final value
is then determined as v+ = v+particle + v
+
rectified.
8. Update v and w. The linear and angular velocity are simply replaced by the
new v+ and w+.
For object-object collision response, it would be impractical to sample and store
data from all possible collision configuration pairs. Instead, we approximate these
collisions using the object-plane response data. For each collision pair, we first
compute the collision plane (working plane) between the spheres approximating each
object. We then apply the object-plane collision response for the two objects as
if they were colliding with that plane. The two object responses are computed
independently.
The end result is that the object responds to the collision by receiving a new linear
and angular velocity that fall within the statistical range of observed responses for
similar initial states.
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3.2.5 Achieving Resting States
The above approach works well for most dynamic scenes, but has a serious defi-
ciency when objects come to rest. In particular, there are no restrictions on the final
orientation of the object, so objects may come to rest in awkward and invalid states.
Although people will often not notice this until it is pointed out, and it may make
no difference depending on level of detail required for the simulation (e.g. it may be
so far away this makes no difference), there will be cases where we wish to ensure
that the resting states of the objects are valid. We do this by applying “resting
conditions” that explicitly move the object to a valid rest states.
We ignore resting conditions until we detect that an object has sufficiently low
linear and angular momentum, within a certain distance from a horizontal plane.
For objects that come to rest in other situations (e.g. if the objects are piled up on
top of others), we do not do anything special; once the object has come to a near-still
state, we set its velocities to zero and consider it at rest. In such cases, objects do
not have a limited well-defined set of rest poses, anyway, so the need for applying
our resting conditions is much less.
For the objects that we wish to apply resting conditions to, we first determine
the nearest nrest value from the signature, given the current configuration (we choose
the one requiring the smallest angular rotation from the current orientation). We
then gradually modify the object so that it moves toward this rest state.
One part of the modification is replacement of the sphere radius from the table
with the hrest corresponding to the chosen nrest. A sudden replacement may cause
the object to suddenly “drop” down (since hrest is usually smaller than hcoll), so we
transition to this radius gradually over several frames of animation.
The other part of the modification is the motion toward the appropriate orien-
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tation. We apply a small rotational impulse to the object at each collision that will
move it toward the nrest orientation. This is done instead of the w
+ calculation
described earlier. Since resting conditions are only applied when the object’s motion
is already small, this change is usually unnoticed. The effect is that the object will
gradually bounce toward its stable resting state.
Together, over a series of collisions as the object is coming to rest, it will slowly
turn to a valid resting condition. When it finally does come to rest (dropping below
an even smaller threshold of linear and angular velocity), it should be in a valid
configuration.
3.2.6 Sampling Detail
In our simplified simulation, which we will refer to this system as the statistical
system, we followed the approach described above. For collecting statistical signa-
ture, The total time spent collecting signature data was approximately 6-8 hours.
The total storage size for the signature information from a model was approximately
3 MB.
The hcoll information was collected at 16 sample values of |w|. For each sampled
|w|, we randomly pick 100 directions to collect the collision heights.
For the v and w tables, we sampled θ at 7 values, φ at 10 values, |v−| at 26
values, and |w−| at 16 values. We ran 30 trials for each collision configuration for
which we extracted µ and σ. This required a total of 873, 600 simulations.
As for resting conditions, we drop a model 100 times to find its resting states.
Different models might have different numbers of resting states. For example, we
found 4 resting states for the box model we demonstrate, 4 resting states for the
bunny model, and 3 for the armadilloman model.
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3.3 Fit the Collision Response Signature with B-Spline Hypersurfaces
To save on storage for the table for our signatures, the collision response sig-
natures can be replaced with B-spline hypersurfaces fitted to the original collision
response tables. With this substitution, the storage needed for the collision response
signatures of one object shape is drastically reduced from 3MB to 5KB. Note that
this is an alternative representation of our statistical signatures while the cost of this
representation is that it is a little bit slower to query the response velocities by this
fitting approach than do it by the table lookup approach, and it will decrease the
fidelity of the result slightly.
Our table structure is described as follows. Again, to represent collision response
signatures, we use four 4D tables to store the mean and standard deviation value of
the rectified linear/angular velocities. The table length in each dimension is different.
In our case, it is a 7× 10× 16× 26 table. The data in each cell of the table is a 3D
vector expressed by Cartesian coordinates.
Before we perform the fitting, we convert the data to spherical coordinates. The
reason is we believe spherical coordinates are more natural for presenting direction
and magnitude of the data than Cartesian coordinates. Next, for each table, we use
a B-Spline hypersurface to approximate the data. Assume the hypersurface function
is
S(s, t, u, v) =
n0∑
i=0
n1∑
j=0
n2∑
k=0
n3∑
l=0
Ni(s)Nj(t)Nk(u)Nl(v)Pijkl, (3.3)
where P are the control points of the approximated hypersurface, the unknown we
want to solve. N is the b-spline basis function. We assume the degree of the basis
functions are the same in each dimension. n0, n1, n2, and n3 are the number of
control points in each dimension.
By minimizing the following square distance term, we can obtain the control
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Figure 3.4: The visualization of one instance of our data fitting. We pick a specific
θ and φ, and the show the fitting results of the rest two dimensions, |v−| and |w−| .
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points of an approximated hypersurface fitting to our original data in the sense of
least squares.
n0∑
i=0
n1∑
j=0
n2∑
k=0
n3∑
l=0
|Di,j,k,l − S(si, tj, uk, vl)|2, (3.4)
where D are our data points. si, tj, uk, vl are the corresponding parameters of Di,j,k,l.
We need to compute knot values and then parameters for the minimization. We
assume the knot values are placed uniformly. Next, we use the centripetal method[40]
to compute parameters and generate the coefficient matrix. After that, we can solve
this over constrained linear system in the least squares sense to obtain the control
points.
Centripetal method is a parameterization approach. We use this approach to
compute each data point a parameter value within the parameter domain (usu-
ally between 0 and 1 ). The main characteristic of this method is that the dis-
tance between two adjacent data points is computed by |Didx − Didx−1|0.5, instead
of |Didx−Didx−1|. Compared to other parameterization approaches such as uniform
and chordal method, the centripetal parameterization can handle sharp turns around
the sharp features in the data polygon better.
Similarly, when the simulation is running, given a collision configuration and these
control points, we can evaluate a µ and a σ of the rectified linear/angluar velocity
and synthesize a new linear/angluar velocity according to this µ and σ.
In our implementation, the degree of basis functions are 3 and the number of
control points in each dimension is 4. Figure 3.4 illustrates one instance of our
fitting result. The data we pick here is the mean value table of the rectified linear
velocity. The θs, φs, and mag are the three spherical coordinates. We specified values
for θ and φ and show the fitting result of the |v−| and |w−|. Note that the fitting
in φs is not good when the |v−| is low. The reason is the azimuthal angle of the
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response velocity is more random when the |v−| is lower.
3.4 Results
In this section, we show the implementations and results of our statistically-
based simulator. We will first discuss the implementation details, and then present
examples and timing results.
3.4.1 Implementation
We implemented our simulation methods and obtained timing results on a ma-
chine with an Intel Core 2 2.66GHz CPU and a NVidia 9800GT graphics card. We
first developed a fairly standard impulse-based rigid body simulation system[24]. We
will refer to this system below as the impulse system. This impulse system is used as
the basis for the comparisons and timing evaluations described below, as well as for
collecting signature data. The physically-based simulator in our mixed simulator is
also based on this one. The impulse system uses SWIFT++ [18] to handle collision
detection and determination.
In order to provide a more fair comparison of performance, in our statistically-
based simulator (referred to as the statistical system), we implemented a bounding-
sphere-based sweep-and-prune approach in our simulation. The reason is that SWIFT++
system uses a sweep-and-prune approach in the broad phase to limit the number of
collision checks between objects. While this approach makes little difference with
small numbers of objects, it is important when dealing with large numbers of ob-
jects. We did not implement any further broad-phase algorithms, such as spatial
subdivision, in the statistical system since it did not appear that SWIFT++ pro-
vided this.
In our mixed simulator (referred as the mixed system), we combine the impulse
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Figure 3.5: Frames from a statistical simulation of 300 L-Shape objects falling on
the ground. Standard collision detection and response is replaced by a simplified
statistically-based collision detection and response model.
system and statistical system. For collision detection, we use AABB-based sweep-
and-prune in broad phase. In the narrow phase, we could use SWIFT++ for impulse
cases or sphere-based collision for statistical cases. Note that Swift++ combines both
broad and narrow phases, and we had to work around their code to use our own broad
phase computation in the mixed simulation; as a result, the combination of our broad
phase with Swift++’s narrow phase is less efficient than using Swift++ alone, but
the efficiency loss is minor and does not affect any conclusions.
3.4.2 Results: The Statistical System
We present some results of the statistical system in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.9.
We show results from four basic shapes. The box examples are presented as a “base”
case. We use both bunny and armadillo-man shapes to demonstrate the ability to
handle more complex objects. Finally, we include examples of an ’L’-shaped object,
which we believe should be a “worst case” example for the statistical system (due to
the different dimensions and concavity). The overall behavior is such that in informal
polls, most were unable to tell which one was “correct” for several simulations (L-
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Figure 3.6: Statistical simulation of 100 armadillos.
shape simulations), and sometimes could only determine this when the types of errors
to look for were pointed out.
Figure 3.5 shows the result of a statistical simulation of 300 L-Shapes dropped
in a cylinder pattern. Figure 3.6 shows a frame from a statistical simulation of 100
armadillos. Figure 3.7 shows a frame from a statistical simulation of 10, 000 bunnies.
Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of the impulse and statistical simulations.
A close-up view of the effect of resting conditions is demonstrated in Figure 3.8.
Without resting conditions, the bunny model appears in an awkward orientation, and
the sphere radius used for collision is too large (the bunny is actually slightly off the
floor). Other models may look even worse. With resting conditions, the bunny model
appears in a more natural orientation. The collision sphere has a radius appropriate
to keep the model in contact with the floor.
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Figure 3.7: Statistical simulation of 10000 bunnies.
3.4.2.1 Performance of the Statistical system
In a variety of test situations, we achieve a clear improvement in speed with the
simplified model versus all compared alternatives. To show the results, we provide
a comparison of running times for a set of n randomly dropped bunnies in Table
3.1. Note that all methods implemented a full sweep-and-prune computation for the
broad phase of collision detection.
For both the impulse and the statistical simulations, the vast majority of time
was spent in the collision detection stage (this includes collision determination in
the impulse system). The time spent on collision response, and in the statistical
simulation on resting conditions, was negligible (typically orders of magnitude lower)
than the time spent on collision detection.
As the table shows, compared to full impulse simulations of both the full model
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Figure 3.8: At left, the pink bunny model has come to rest without resting conditions
applied, and at right the yellow bunny is shown with resting conditions applied. The
same model is shown both with and without is colliding sphere. Note that the resting
conditions result in the bunny having a more natural final orientation and collision
sphere.
and a decimated model, our statistical simulation performs far faster. We also com-
pare to a simplified model based on replacing the bunny model with a set of 7 spheres.
While in the best case we would anticipate timings as much as 7 times faster (since we
have only a single sphere check, instead of seven), the overhead of the broad phase
of collision detection (shared by both approaches) reduces our benefit somewhat.
However, for both small and large simulations, our method still performs noticeably
faster than the 7-sphere models. Also, note that while the 7-sphere example usually
produces reasonable collision responses, it does not necessarily achieve reasonable
rest states, as in our method.
3.4.3 Discussion and Limitation
Our results show that the statistical system can provide major performance im-
provements. However, it is important to note that the statistical system carries
significant tradeoffs. In particular, because the responses of objects obey only sta-
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tistical response properties, close examination of collisions can result in observable
inconsistencies (such as brief interpenetrations of objects or unrealistic response).
Furthermore, collision responses that rely on objects being in very particular con-
figurations (e.g. axis aligned starting positions) may not be faithfully captured.
However, in exchange for this lack of fidelity we are able to produce responses that
obey all statistical properties, and can be computed at much higher frame rates. For
situations where a simulation forms the main focus of an animation, the method
may not be appropriate, since small errors will be rapidly noticed. But, in situations
where the simulation is either sufficiently obscured/unimportant/less important, etc.,
our method should work well.
The loss of accuracy is perhaps most evident in the handling of object-object
collisions. Collecting data from object-object collision examples is much more chal-
lenging than doing it from the object-plane case, due to the vast number of possible
configurations between the two objects. Our simplification — using the object-plane
response — will lead to artifacts that may be quite noticeable in some situations.
One such artifact is that after a collision response, the two objects will always move
away from each other. Especially in large collections of objects, stacking may look
unrealistic as a result of the object-object collision artifacts at the pairwise level.
As the number of objects increases significantly, one would expect the broad
phase of collision detection to dominate the narrow phase. While our statistical
approach should still be faster than the alternatives, the speed benefit will be reduced
somewhat, and thus the quality/speed ratio may shift in favor of alternative methods.
Still, as we have shown in our timings; for examples that are feasible in real-time
currently and in the near future, our approach should still provide a clear benefit
over the alternatives.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation of 100 bunnies dropped to a plane. The left side of each image
shows a statistical simulation, and the right side shows an impulse simulation. The
statistical simulation is more than 50 times faster.
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4. MIX STATISTICALLY-BASED AND PHYSICALLY-BASED SIMULATION
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we describe a method to combine our statistically-based rigid
body simulator and a physically-based rigid body simulator to broaden its usability.
Statistically-based simulation and physically-based simulation each have their own
benefits and drawbacks. Physically-based simulation gives high-quality results, but
at a slower speed, while statistical simulation does the reverse. In many situations,
an all-or-nothing approach is inadvisable; we want additional speed, but are not
willing to sacrifice quality everywhere in the simulation.
We try to solve this problem by using a mixed simulator which combines a
statistically-based simulator with physically-based simulation (referred as an impulse-
based simulator below). In the mixed simulator, according to an object’s visual
importance or different necessity in the scene, we can specify different simulation
methods. Overall, the mixed simulator offers a non-uniform simplification, creating
plausible rigid body simulations and achieving better performance as well.
4.2 Mix Statistically-based and Physically-based Simulation
4.2.1 Overview
To merge these two methods, we give every object an additional property, behav-
ior preference, that is either physically-based or statistically-based. Given a pair of
colliding objects, the preference of the objects is used to pick a proper collision han-
dling approach. Algorithm 1 gives an overview of the collision handling algorithm.
The first step is to perform a broad-phase collision check to find out possible colli-
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Algorithm 1: Collision Handling
process broad-phase collision detection;
for each collision pair, cpi do
update the behavior types of the objects in cpi;
if Dispatching(cpi) == Impulse then
Qimpulse.add(cpi);
else
Qstatistical.add(cpi);
end
end
process narrow-phase collision detection and response in Qimpulse and
Qstatistical;
sion pairs for the next step. Then, according to the target an object might collide
with, we update the behavior type of that object. The next step is to dispatch these
pairs to different behavior queues. The final step is to process each collision behavior
queue with the corresponding simulation method.
4.2.2 The Behavior Preference of Objects
In the mixed simulator, we have two categories of objects, “must-impulse” objects
and “prefer-statistical” objects. A must-impulse object can only perform impulse-
based behavior, which means it will use the full geometry model as the narrow-
phase collision detection model and use an impulse-based approach to handle collision
response. Alternatively, a prefer-statistical object might perform either statistical-
based behavior or impulse-based behavior. These two kinds of objects both have
an axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) for broad-phase collision detection and a
full resolution collision model corresponding to their shapes. The prefer-statistical
objects have an additional variable-radius sphere in the collision model, the same as
in the sphere model we use in statistically-based rigid body simulation. The prefer-
statistical object will choose a collision model (full resolution or sphere) depending
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Figure 4.1: Collision pairs. For example, pair (1,2) is an (I,I) pair and pair(3,4) is
an (I’,I’) pair.
on which behavior it follows.
We use three symbols to distinguish the cases above: I for a must-impulse object
performing impulse-behavior, I’ for a prefer-statistical object performing impulse-
behavior, and S for a prefer-statistical object performing statistical-behavior. We
can customize useful rules to decide when S objects will be updated to I’ objects and
when I’ objects will come back to S.
Since we want I objects to always perform impulse-behavior, we have to update
any S object to an I’ object if the S object has a chance to collide with the I object.
For this reason, once the AABB of a S or I’ object touches the AABB of any I object,
the S or I’ object will be treated as an I’ object; otherwise it will be a S object. Each
time we have finished the broad phase collision check, we will apply this rule to
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update the status of each object.
We denote a broad-phase collision pair by the combination of the types in two
objects. For example, an (S, I’) collision pair means this collision is generated by a
S object and an I’ object. This combination will be used to select the corresponding
collision handling approach in the narrow phase.
4.2.3 Dispatch Collision Pairs
All broad-phase collision pairs will be dispatched to different queues. A specific
narrow-phase collision detection and response method will be assigned to each queue
for testing and solving its own collision pairs. Figure 4.1 demonstrates all possible
combinations of collision pairs, including (I, I), (I, I’), (I’, S), (I’, I’), and (S, S). There
is no (I, S) pair because of the updating rule mentioned above. After updating the
behavior type of objects, we will examine all collision pairs and dispatch them to
different queues. For example, since we demand the pairs containing an I object
must perform impulse-based collision handling, (I,I) and (I,I’) will be inserted into
a queue that will process by an impulse-based collision method, while others will
be inserted into a different queue using statistical-based processing. Note that this
is not the only way we can do dispatching, and it is very easy to choose different
dispatching schemes, as we will see below. The only requirement is that the object
has to provide all information the collision detection/response method needs. As
an example, consider (I’,I’) interaction. Both I’ objects have been created from S
objects. We have the option of colliding these objects using either the full impulse
method of the I representation, or the statistical method using the S representation
(or even some other method). We can choose which queue to dispatch the pair to
based on the importance assigned to those objects.
In addition, we can easily add more queues for dispatch. As a simple example, if
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we want to incorporate a particle-based approach to handle some unimportant pairs,
we just dispatch those pairs to a new queue and use a particle-based approach to
handle them.
4.3 Add Simulation Level of Detail to The Mixed System
SLOD is a good strategy to battle against the tremendous amounts of time that
can be taken by massive simulations. In massive simulations, users will typically
not notice fine details everywhere in the scene. Instead, a user might notice the
atmosphere of the whole simulation first and then focus on some interesting points.
Therefore, by regulating the amount of detail in the simulation, it is possible to
capture the visual impression of a simulation for a user, as well as some important
details, while achieving significant speedups.
Simulation level of detail (SLOD) can be achieved easily in our mixed rigid body
simulation system. We adjust the level of detail of the scene primarily by varying
the dispatch function used for colliding pairs. We describe here a basic three-level
SLOD scheme that we found worked well in practice, though it is possible to create
more levels of detail by providing more changes in the dispatching scheme.
In our SLOD scheme, each LOD has its own dispatch strategy, as shown in Table
Table 4.1: The dispatch strategies for three LODs in our system. We implement three
different methods for solving the narrow-phase collision detection and response. By
managing the dispatch strategies, we can adjust the quality over performance rates
in different LODs.
Level Impulse Statistical Particle
1 (closest) (I,I) (I,I’) (I’,I’) (I’,S) (S,S)
2 (I,I) (I,I’) (I’,I’) (I’,S) (S,S)
3 (I,I) (I,I’) (I’,I’) (I’,S) (S,S)
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Figure 4.2: A simulation example of 500 falling bunnies pass through the cross
objects and pile on a plane. We apply SLODs for this example. The blue, red,
and green lines illustrate performance of pure impulse, pure LOD1, and pure LOD2,
respectively. The black line shows performance of zoom out from LOD1 to LOD2.
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4.1. For each level, our mixed simulator offers three dispatching options: impulse,
statistical, and particle. Each option provides a different method for solving the
narrow-phase collision detection and response for individual pairs. Notice that the
LOD can vary from pair to pair; we do not use a uniform computation model to
take care of a single level. The particular dispatch option is chosen by combining
the preference (Must-Impulse or Prefer-Statistical) with selection rules that vary
throughout the scene. The preference is a sort of “hard constraint” on the dispatch
that can be used (limiting available options), while other selection rules form “soft
constraints” that choose which of the available dispatch methods is most appropriate
for that point in the scene. By considering an object’s preference and level selection
rules together we can regulate the detail of simulation in the scene more plausibly.
Assigning proper preference for objects is an important issue in our SLOD scheme,
since this constrains the possible simplifications that are allowed. If we initialize every
object as a must-impulse object, then the simulation will be the “exact” case, and
we will have no speedup. On the other hand, if every object is a prefer-statistical
object, the simulation will be biased to an extremely simplified case. In a typical
scene, however, there are usually “key” parts of the scene that tend to draw the
viewer’s focus. Assigning these important objects or eye-catching objects as must-
impulse objects and leaving other minor objects as prefer-statistical objects provides
a good basis for SLOD. Figure 4.2 shows a result of our Level 2 SLOD strategy. The
crosses are I objects while bunnies are S objects. Only the (I,I’) pairs, or cross-bunny
pairs, will be treated by a impulse approach.
Besides assigning preferences, a variety of selection rules can be used; we use rules
analogous to other SLOD and geometric LOD methods. The distance between an
object and the camera is our primary criterion for level selection. However, there are
other options that could be incorporated as well, including an object’s flying speed
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or an object’s position in screen space.
For a particle-based simulation LOD, we let (I’,I’), (I’,S), and (S,S) be processed
by a particle-based collision detection/response method. Although I’ and S objects
are prefer-statistical objects, we still can treat them as particles (spheres). The
resting control will be eliminated. The collision response is changed from a table
lookup approach to an even simpler particle collision response. Only the collision
detection approach is the same as the statistically-based approach (compare the sum
of radius and their distance).
Combining these methods gives us the ability to achieve significant speedups by
replacing less important and less obvious portions of the scene by extremely simplified
simulation (i.e. statistical simulation and particle simulation). This also provides an
SLOD framework that is very flexible, accommodating a variety of dispatch strate-
gies and collision methods.
4.4 Results
In this section, we show the implementations and results of our mixed simulator.
4.4.1 Implementation
In our mixed simulator (referred as the mixed system), we combine the impulse
system and statistical system. For collision detection, we use AABB-based sweep-
and-prune in broad phase. In the narrow phase, we could use SWIFT++ for impulse
cases or sphere-based collision for statistical cases. Note that SWIFT++ combines
both broad and narrow phases, and we had to work around their code to use our
own broad phase computation in the mixed simulation; as a result, the combination
of our broad phase with Swift++’s narrow phase is less efficient than using Swift++
alone, but the efficiency loss is minor and does not affect any conclusions.
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4.4.2 Results: The Mixed System
Results of the mixed system are presented in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. Rela-
tive timing comparisons can vary throughout the simulation, so we show performance
graphs with each picture; statements about relative performance do not always apply
to the entire length of simulation.
We illustrate our different dispatching methods with the example in Figure 4.2.
We drop 500 bunnies from the air onto a plane. There are 6 cross-shaped objects,
which are allowed to rotate along one axis only. The falling bunnies can collide
with these cross shape objects, making them spin. Each bunny and cross has 4968
and 44 triangles, respectively. Generally, the focus of the scene is on the bunny-
cross interaction; interactions between bunnies, and of the bunnies with the plane
are relatively minor visual features. As a result, we set the six spinning crosses as
“must-impulse” objects while bunnies are “prefer-statistical” objects. The collision
pairs of a spinning cross and a bunny will be (I,I’) and pairs of two bunnies will be
(I’,I’), (I’,S) or (S,S). We thus achieve highly accurate simulation in the key area
(where the bunnies are interacting with the crosses) while saving significant time by
reducing computation in other areas. We test three dispatch strategies separately
in this scenario: pure impulse (all objects, including bunnies, are treated as must-
impulse), Level 1 LOD, Level 2 LOD, and switching from Level 1 LOD to Level 2
LOD (where the objects are dispatched according to the mechanisms of Level 1 or
Level 2 of Table 4.1). In the Level 1 and Level 2 LOD tests, LODs do not vary
at all in the simulation. In the switching case, we first start from a close-up view
where the Level 1 LOD is in effect, and then slowly zoom out to where only Level 2
LOD applies. Figure 4.2 shows performance comparisons for this example. As can
be seen, using LOD methods provides significant speedup (more than an order of
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magnitude).
The scenario in Figure 4.3 is of an armadilloman hitting a building composed
of 1000 cubes. We set the armadilloman, the top of the building, and the ground
as “must-impulse” objects and all cubes as “perfer-statistical” objects. We test a
customized dispatch method in this example. Only cube-cube and cube-ground pairs
are handled by the statistical simulation, while all other pairs are handled by the
impulse method. We capture most of the major visual effects, such the crashing
of the building, the piled cubes as debris, and the interaction between the top, the
armadilloman, and the debris. We maintain a rate of more than 25 fps throughout
this example.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates that the mixed system is able to handle a massive simu-
lation while maintaining fps at an interactive level (5 fps). 12000 cubes are composed
as different structures at the beginning. Then, we use armadillomen to hit them.
The LOD3 dispatch strategy is used in this example so that all cube-cube collision
pairs are handled by our narrow phase particle-based collision detection and response
method.
The scenario in Figure 4.4 mimics an earlier rigid body simulation demonstration
([24]) by dropping 1000 rings onto 25 poles. We examine several different scenar-
ios here, to demonstrate the flexibility of the mixed system. At two extremes, we
examine cases of all impulse collisions (runs very slow) or all-statistical simulations
(has obviously incorrect results). For the mixed cases, the poles are “must impulse”
objects while rings are “prefer-statistical” objects. Again, because the pole-ring in-
teractions are the most visually critical, we perform those computations precisely;
several examples where rings have gone around poles are readily visible. Less impor-
tant parts of the scene, such as the details of rings within the piles are performed
with less accuracy. We then examine two sub-cases: one where the ground plane
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Figure 4.3: An armdailloman hits a building, which is composed of 1000 cubes.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of 1000 rings dropped onto 25 poles. The top image (impulse)
shows an intermediate frame from an impulse-only simulation, which runs very slowly.
The second image (statistic) is a frame from a statistical-only simulation (which
looks very incorrect, especially animated). In the third image (mixed), poles are
must-impulse objects but rings and the ground are prefer-statistical objects. The
fourth image (mixed+) is a frame from a mixed simulation where the ground is also
must-impulse. 67
Figure 4.5: Massive rigid body simulations of 12000 cubes hit by armdaillomen. The
performance chart shows we can reach interactive rates (5 fps) in the mixed system.
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is “prefer statistical” and one where it is “must impulse.” Both methods are sig-
nificantly faster (sometimes exceeding two orders of magnitude) than the “correct”
impulse-based simulation of this scene. The more accurate ground plane cuts the
frame rate by a factor of three; this allows one to choose the level of accuracy based
on the time available and the importance of that interaction.
Table 4.2: Videos in our user study. The table shows the methods and geometric
models in the testing scenarios.
Scenario S1 (1000 bunnies)
Simulation method, Collision models label
video1 Impulse method, Fine models VS1,impulse
video2 Impulse method, Approx. the bunny by 7 spheres VS1,simplified
video3 Statistical method, 1 sphere VS1,statistical
Scenario S2 (Rings and Rods)
Simulation method, Collision models label
video1 Impulse method, Fine models VS2,impulse
video2 Impulse method, Approx. the ring by 1 sphere VS2,simplified
video3 Mixed method, Approx. the ring by 1 sphere VS2,mixed
4.4.3 User Study
We have conducted a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
approach. The user study was mainly conducted by Dunghui Han. The goal of this
user study is not only to evaluate the quality of our results but also to discover viewing
patterns and other characteristics when people are watching computer-generated
simulations. Due to the broad goal of this user study, we focus the discussion on
the results related to our simulators (including the statistically-based and the mixed
simulator) instead of describing the whole user study in this dissertation.
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4.4.3.1 Videos
We used two scenarios to compare the quality of our results, one for evaluating
our statistically-based simulator and the other for our mixed simulator. The setting
of the first scenario(denoted as S1 later) is similar to the one shown in Figure 3.7,
but there are only 1000 objects. For evaluating our mixed simulator, we choose the
second scenario from the example shown in Figure 4.4 (denoted as S2).
For each scenario, we prepared three videos that were generated by three different
simulation approaches: a physically-based method with fine geometric models, a
physically-based method with simplified geometric models, and our method (the
statistical or mixed method). The first simulation approach represents a traditional
physically-based approach, which generates good results but is very slow. The second
simulation approach uses the same simulation method as the first one but improves
the performance by using simplified geometric models. And the third one is our
proposed method. Table 4.2 is the video list. Note that there are more than six
videos in the whole user study, but the rest of them are designed for evaluating or
discovering other phenomena so we focus our discussion on these six videos.
4.4.3.2 Settings
We let subjects watch videos and rate the videos. Meanwhile, an eye tracker
recorded the eye movements of each user. We showed each subject all video clips
twice with random sequence. After viewing a video, a subject was asked to rate that
video, from 1 to 9. The score indicates the realism of the physical behavior in the
video; the higher, the better. There were 32 subjects participating in this user study.
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4.4.3.3 User Study Results
According to the analysis results, we have not seen a significant score difference
between the videos made by our methods and the videos made by the impulse-based
method with fine models. Based on the results, we believe that our methods are able
to produce large scale rigid body simulations plausibly.
We used two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to determine whether the sim-
ulation methods affect the scores. The treatment in the ANOVA analysis is the
simulation method. For each scenario, we compared our method (video3) to the
normal impulse method (video1). We also compared the simplified impulse method
(video2) to the normal impulse method (video1). Table 4.3 shows the mean score of
each video. Table 4.4 is the ANOVA results. For each analysis case, we considered
that there is a significant score difference for the video pair if the p-value is lower
than the significance threshold. Significance threshold was set to 0.05 (the alpha
value). If there is no significant score difference for the video pair, we believe the
quality of both videos are in the same plausible level.
In scenario S1, both videos generated by our method and the simplified method
are as plausible as the video generated by the impulse-based method. In scenario S2,
the video generated by our mixed method generated is plausible, while the simplified
method is not. Since the scene in S2 is more complex than the scene in S1, our mixed
method has a better ability to handle it than the the simplified impulse method.
Table 4.3: The averaged scores of the videos in our user study
Scenario S1 (1000 bunnies) Scenario S2 (Rings and Rods)
VS1,impulse 5.81 VS2,impulse 5.69
VS1,simplified 5.81 VS2,simplified 4.53
VS1,statistical 5.44 VS2,mixed 5.48
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In scenarios S1, we noticed that the simplified impulse method gets a better mean
score than our statistical method. Due to the camera setting of that scenario, we
expect some users might have noticed some errors from our simplified method for
object-object collisions and our method for resting control so the overall score might
go down a little bit.
4.4.4 Discussion
Our results show that the mixed system broadens the usability of our statistical
simulation method. The goal of the mixed system is not to produce an absolutely
correct simulation result, but rather one in which the overall simulation behaves in
a plausible way. We do achieve this by maintaining accuracy at the “important”
points of the simulation, while allowing less accurate but statistically correct results
in other parts of the scene.
Because of the possible errors introduced by the statistical method, the mixed
system would still be inappropriate in a setting where high accuracy is desired across
the entire scene. We see two main application areas for the mixed system. First,
since we typically achieve more than one order of magnitude (and often more than
two orders of magnitude) improvement in performance, the mixed system may be
appropriate for massive simulations where a full accurate simulation is just not oth-
Table 4.4: The ANOVA results of the user study. We consider that there is a signif-
icant score difference for the video pair if the p-value is lower than the significance
threshold(0.05)
video pair F test p-value
(VS1,impulse, VS1,simplified) F1,31 = 0 1.000
(VS1,impulse, VS1,statistical) F1,31 = 3.207 0.083
(VS2,impulse, VS2,simplified) F1,31 = 20.028 < 0.0001
(VS2,impulse, VS2,mixed) F1,31 = 3.166 0.085
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erwise feasible. Second, in many interactive situations, there is a need for speed, as
well as a limit on the level of fidelity required across an entire scene; it is likely that
only a portion of the scene is important to simulate accurately. For such interactive
scenes, the proposed method should work well.
It is important to note that our mixed system allows significant variability in
the tradeoffs allowed. By varying which portions of the scene are “must impulse”
vs. “prefer statistical”, we can achieve various performance/speed tradeoffs (the ring
example demonstrates this). Likewise, it should be noted that different dispatch
strategies can be adapted to particular scenarios. The building example demonstrates
that for a constrained type of example, we can develop specialized dispatch strategies
that allow a quality/performance tradeoff for a particular scenario.
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5. MODELING PILES OF OBJECTS VIA ANGLES OF REPOSE∗
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce a method for representing piles of objects in large
multibody simulations. Object piling and stacking presents one of the more inter-
esting phenomena, but also one of the more computationally intensive situations, in
such large simulations. For this reason, a method that can handle piling conditions at
faster rates with more user control would be desirable. This chapter aims to provide
such a method.
There are two major reasons for implementing a specific piling approach. First,
by representing piles of objects, we can deactivate objects within the pile, saving
significant time. This offers improvement over standard methods for deactivating
objects, based strictly on object momentum.
Second, and perhaps more important, stacking behavior that one may wish to see
is often influenced by friction among the simulated objects. Simulating static and
dynamic friction accurately is a much more complex process than simple impulse-
based collision response, and is thus avoided in many simulations. However, by
avoiding friction, one is limited in the types of stacking and the shapes of piles that
can be achieved. Our piling method allows us to specify the shapes of piles that can
be obtained, allowing for a more realistic or more art-directed look to emerge.
The main result presented in this chapter is a model for piles of objects in which
layers of objects are explicitly represented. We present a method for determining
where these layers should be and updating the layers as objects pile up. The only
change to the fundamental simulation is a new criterion, based on the pile structure,
∗Part of the data reported in this section is reprinted with permission from Piles of Objects by
Shu-Wei Hsu and John Keyser, 2010. ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 29, No. 6, Article 155,
Copyright 2010 by ACM.
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Figure 5.1: An example of our stacking structure.
for marking objects “asleep” and stopping their simulation. This not only enables
us to improve computation time, but also lets us provide greater user control in the
structure of the piling shape.
5.2 Generating Piles
To generate piles, we create a spatial structure that we refer to as the “stacking
structure.” This structure will be used to explicitly represent the pile(s) of objects.
Objects that are determined to be part of the pile are put to “sleep,” i.e. they are
no longer simulated, unless later reactivated.
5.2.1 Stacking Structure
Our stacking structure is a spatial data structure that is used to track the density
with which objects are packed in a pile. Figure 5.1 shows an example of the structure.
A cone shape is used to track the stacking activity. The stacking structure location
may be specified manually (when a particular pile location is known or desired), or
set based on where small sets of objects initially land. This cone shape is defined by
an angle of repose, α, that is the one user-defined parameter. α can be determined
by measuring the shape of a pile of objects in an precomputed simulation, or more
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typically may be set by the user to a desired value. In this way, α can reflect the
contributions of frictional components that are not directly simulated.
Consider a simulation of N objects of a single type. The volume of each object
is vobj, where we use a conservative bounding volume to approximate volume. A
conservative measure for vobj is preferable to an exact volume, since the volume
measure should reflect the amount of space the object occupies in a pile, rather than
the true object volume. We typically use a bounding box for this estimate, but
observe no significant difference in behavior of the simulation when similar estimates
are used. We also determine the maximum length of the object in any direction, D,
which we can approximate by a bounding box diagonal. We assume those objects
will pack together to form the cone, making the volume of the cone approximately
Nvobj. Given an angle α for the cone, we have a relation between the base radius r
and height h such that tanα = h/r. We can thus determine the base radius from:
Nvobj =
Π
3
r3 tanα (5.1)
We generate a spatial representation of this structure bottom-up. We cut the
cone into k layers, where k = bh/Dc, ensuring that no object can span more than
two layers. For each layer i there is a corresponding radius ri and volume vi, obtained
by simple geometry. The maximum capacity ci of layer i is set to vi/vobj. Thus, a
stacking structure is defined by (α, k, r1 . . . rk, c1 . . . ck), although many of these
values can be computed, rather than stored.
5.2.2 Growing the Pile
During simulation, more and more objects will fall into the stacking structure,
causing it to grow. We use an occupation ratio to determine whether the structure
needs an update or not. Let mi be the number of objects in layer i of this structure.
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To collect mi, we check the location of the center of mass of each object. We also
compute the density of the layer, ρi = mi/ci. These values (mi and ρi) are maintained
continuously throughout the simulation.
The occupation ratio ρ can be computed as
∑
(mi)/
∑
(ci). If ρ > 0.5, we will
update the structure. To update the structure, we simply regenerate the structure
again with N = 2
∑
(ci) (i.e. approximately doubling N); the angle is still α.
The center of a pile can be updated over time by gradually shifting the x, y
coordinates of its center to reflect the average of those objects in the pile.
5.2.3 Causing Objects to Sleep
As in other simulation approaches, we achieve efficiency by deactivating objects
that are either hidden from view or not moving. We refer to this as putting the
objects to “sleep.” Determining whether an object should go to sleep relies on three
things: how dense the layer the object belongs to is, how close the object is to the
center of the layer, and how slowly the object is moving. If an object is in a dense
layer, close to the center, and slow enough, we can aggressively force it to go to sleep.
Assume an object is located on layer i. We use ρi = mi/ci as the first measure-
ment, which is the density of layer i.
To measure closeness to the center, we use the following equation:
d = max(ri −
√
p.x ∗ p.x+ p.y ∗ p.y, 0)/ri (5.2)
where p is the position of the object’s center of mass, with z being vertical (we
assume the pile is transformed to lie at the origin). If the object is located on the
center of the layer, the value will be one; if the object is not inside the cone, the
value will be zero.
The last measurement, speed, is computed as υ = 1/(1 + |v|), where |v| is the
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magnitude of the object’s linear velocity. υ ranges from 0 (at infinitely high velocity)
to 1.
To determine when an object goes to sleep, we multiply these three measurements
together (i.e. ρidυ) to get a sleep score. If the score is greater than some threshold,
τ , the object is ready to be moved to a sleep state. This score will tend to make
objects go to sleep from the center of the pile toward the outside. However, we also
want to ensure that objects sleep bottom-up (so that objects on top of the pile can
move if those underneath are still moving). To do so, we check whether all levels
k < i contain sleeping objects (i.e. are dense and contain objects close to the center).
If so, we allow the object to be put to sleep.
5.2.4 Avalanching and Waking
The procedure outlined above is sufficient to allow objects to pile up, and stack
nicely in ideal situations. However, there is nothing in the above that would prevent
a small pile to form, objects to be put to sleep, and then more objects pile on top,
creating unbalanced and unrealistic piles. There needs to be a way to “wake” objects,
as well as to detect conditions in which the pile shape is not being maintained. We
use an avalanching technique to detect such cases.
Avalanches form when the upper levels of a pile cannot be supported by those
underneath. This will happen when a pile temporarily exceeds its natural angle of
repose. Note that this can occur at any point along the pile; it is a local effect on
the pile, not a global one. In our pile structure, this is detected by examining the
density of each layer of the pile. We trigger an avalanche whenever we detect that
a given layer has density greater than some threshold (we use 0.8 in our implemen-
tations). When an avalanche is triggered, we temporarily wake up all objects, and
allow them to undergo motion. When objects are awoken, they will simulate for
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several timesteps before they are checked against the sleeping threshold. This allows
them to sufficiently resolve any forces or imbalances. Most objects not in the unbal-
anced region of the avalanche will quickly return to a sleeping state, but those in the
unbalanced area will fall to lower areas. The result is an effect that one expects to
see, where piles that become unbalanced have regions that slide down to more stable
configurations.
Objects in the pile can also be woken when an external force (such as from a high-
momentum colliding object) hits the pile. Such forces may propagate throughout the
entire pile in a single time step, and thus it is necessary to wake the entire pile when
such an event occurs. We use a momentum heuristic for waking in such cases—i.e. if
an object with sufficiently high momentum hits a pile, the pile is woken so that the
force propagation can be resolved.
5.2.5 Pile Boundaries and Overlapping
Pile growth can be constrained in various ways. If a scene contains fixed bound-
aries, the pile growth can be constrained so that no layers may extend past the
boundaries (see Example 6 in Section 5.3.1). If the lowest layer reaches full density,
but is touching the boundary, it is not expanded further. Also, a constrained pile’s
center can be moved vertically. This allows modeling of piles of objects within con-
tainers, where the pile will build in the container, fill it up (creating a rough cone
over the container), and eventually spill over the sides.
Multiple piles can easily be used within a single simulation (see Examples 3
and 5 in Section 5.3.1). Note that single objects might contribute to the density
measurement of more than one pile. Also, two piles whose centers lie near enough
to each other and are of the same type can be combined into a single pile.
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Figure 5.2: a. Upper left: Example 1—Drop in a Pile. b. Upper right: Example
2—Varying Drops. c. Bottom: Example 3—Multiple Piles. The semi-transparent
cylinders show the layers of the stacking structure
5.3 Implementation and Results
We have implemented our piling approach within a rigid body simulation. We
use Swift++ [18] for collision detection, and a basic impulse-based collision response.
All results are collected on a system with a Core 2 Duo 2.66 processor, 4 GB of RAM,
and an NVidia 9800GT card.
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Figure 5.3: Example 4—Bunny Matrices. The results from three different runs, with
three different angles of repose, are shown.
Figure 5.4: Example 5—L-shaped objects piling up.
5.3.1 Examples
To explore the usability of our piling approach, we use several different examples.
Examples 1 through 4 use piles located where the first object hits, while Examples 5
and 6 use manually specified piles. We test the abilities of our method for handling
large numbers of objects, multiple sized objects, and interactions with other objects
in Examples 7, 8 and 9. Table 5.1 gives details of the settings and results of the
examples.
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Figure 5.5: Example 6—Rings in a Box.
Example 1, Drop in a Pile (see Figure 5.2a): In this example, we drop sev-
eral L-shaped objects onto a plane. Objects are dropped one-by-one directly down.
This example demonstrates how the structure grows, how the objects stop, and how
avalanches happen. In the pictures, we use transparent cylinders to show the layers
of our pile structure. Sleeping objects are colored black. The result shows that sleep-
ing objects generally build inside-out and bottom-up. Also, when the pile becomes
too high, all objects wake up and the simulation undergoes an avalanche effect.
Example 2, Varying Drops (see Figure 5.2b): In this example, we drop objects
from different directions, and vary the timing over which they drop. We start by
firing one string of objects from a non-perpendicular angle to a plane. When the
objects have piled up, we fire another string of objects from a different angle to that
pile again. The result shows that the structure can easily deal with discontinuous
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Figure 5.6: Example 7—10000 L-shape objects.
dropping.
Example 3, Multiple Piles (see Figure 5.2c): Another characteristic of our
stacking structure is that it is able to use multiple stacking structures and to mix
them together. In this example, L-Shape and O-Shape objects are used. Again,
they are dropped straight, parallel, and close to a plane. We generate two stacking
structures. The result shows that although objects in the two piles are put to sleep
separately, mixing them together still creates a reasonable sleeping distribution, and
piling behaves correctly.
Example 4, Bunny Matrices (see Figure 5.3): We drop a set of bunnies
organized in a 3D matrix, in order to quickly form a pile. We use this example to
demonstrate varying angle of repose in the piles. We run the simulation three times,
using three different angles of repose. The smallest angle matches the angle of repose
calculated from a prior run of the full simulation, and the other two use larger angles.
The difference in angle is clearly seen, and all piles appear plausible. Our structure
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Figure 5.7: Example 8—Multiple sized objects.
handles this situation, however the performance improvement is limited, compared
to other piling examples. The density of the top layer is always high when these
matrices are falling down, therefore the structure cannot allow objects to sleep while
objects remain at or above the top layer.
Example 5, Drop in a Line (see Figure 5.4): We drop a set of L-shaped
blocks, where the drop point gradually moves back and forth along a line. Seven pile
structures are used, forming a line. We use this example to demonstrate that piling
can be used to create non-circular piles. That is, even though the individual piles
might be generated from cylindrical stacks, the combination of piles does not have
to yield something like a single pile.
Example 6, Rings in a Box (see Figure 5.5): Dropping objects into a container
is one example of a possible situation for our simplified stacking method. We prepare
a box and set a stacking structure in the center of this box. As objects pile up, the
objects on the lower layers become occluded, making it safe to put them to sleep. In
addition, we want objects to sleep only inside the box. To do so, once the size of the
lowest layer exceeds the boundary of the box, the structure will stop growing.
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Example 7 (see Figure 5.6): This example includes a larger pile structure
(10, 000 objects). It shows our method can handle large numbers of object.
Example 8 (see Figure 5.7): We use multiple sized objects in this example.
Example 9 (see Figure 5.8): An example of a pile being broken up after being
hit by a high momentum object.
5.3.2 Performance and Error
The overall performance of the example scenes is summarized in Table 5.1. In
addition, we show charts with the timing and error of Examples 5 and 6 in Figures
5.9 and 5.10, respectively.
5.3.2.1 Behavior
Visual examination of the various examples verifies that we are able to achieve
the primary behavior we desired, namely the forming of piles of objects. Figure
5.3 illustrates different pile angles achieved from the same basic simulation. The
simple impulse-based simulations that we use cannot, on their own, achieve the
higher angle of repose that might often be desired, without resorting to much more
expensive calculations of friction. Comparison to the full simulation without piling
demonstrates that we are able to achieve desired stacking behaviors (i.e. taller stacks)
that are not achieved by the basic simulation alone.
5.3.2.2 Timing
As can be seen in Table 5.1, there is a speedup from using the piling method,
in all simulations. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate that this timing difference is not
uniform over the course of the simulation. As one would expect, the performance
improvement occurs when the objects start to pile up. When piles consistently grow
(as in Figure 5.9), the performance improvement continues to grow. When a pile
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reaches a maximum size (as in Figure 5.10), the performance improvement tends to
level off, though it remains significant.
Comparing timings of the Bunny Matrix examples, we notice that the more piling
(i.e. the greater the angle of repose), the greater the speedup. This is to be expected,
since objects that are in the pile are deactivated more readily.
Our timing comparison is somewhat unfair, in that the full simulation does not
deactivate any of the objects, even though this is a well-known tool within rigid
body simulation. Typically, objects are put to “sleep” based on when their linear
and angular velocity drops below some threshold. This is trickier in practice than it
sounds, and there can be serious problems in piling, as objects are repeatedly made
to sleep and wake up when new objects are piled on. To get a sense of how our
more aggressive piling-based sleep method compares to a deactivation method based
strictly on velocity, we analyze the performance of the Bullet engine [15], which has an
efficient implementation of object sleeping. Specifically, we compare Bullet with and
without object sleeping, on the Bunny Matrix example (using the default physics).
The difference obtained by allowing sleeping objects in Bullet is a 1.09x speedup on
this example. This is comparable to, but somewhat lower than the speedups we see
in our piling approach. Thus, we claim that our piling approach offers a moderate
improvement in performance, compared to simple sleeping based on velocity.
5.3.2.3 Sleeping Threshold
The threshold, τ , used to determine when an object is put to sleep (see Section
5.2.3) has an impact on both the behavior and efficiency of the simulation. Table 5.2
shows timing results for Example 2, with varying values of τ , and the Figure 5.11
shows a visual comparison. Lower values of τ , indicating more aggressive sleeping,
do yield a greater performance benefit. However, for very low values of τ , piles may
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τ none 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3
Time(s) 495.2 412.3 269.8 231.9 215.6 199.4
Speed-Up 1.0x 1.2x 1.8x 2.1x 2.3x 2.5x
Table 5.2: Effect of sleeping threshold, τ , on performance of Example 2. Lower τ val-
ues give greater performance improvement, but very low values can cause unnatural-
looking piles.
begin to look unnatural, as some objects are put to sleep before they are truly at
rest. Very high values of τ may result in little piling action at all. In all examples
in this chapter, we use τ = 0.5, which provides a good performance improvement,
while generating believable pile structures.
5.3.2.4 Error Measure
Measuring error in this sort of simulation is not straightforward. In particular,
the ability to set an angle of repose, while producing more useful simulations, also
creates “error” vs. a basic implementation that has a de-facto (and likely different)
angle of repose. The examples we have tested (with τ = 0.5) all look plausible,
however this is a difficult feature to quantify.
In order to have some quantitative measure of the error our method introduces,
we have developed an error metric based on relative motion of individual objects.
Assume xji is the position of (the center of) object i at frame j in the full simulation
(without piling), and let x˜ji denote the position in the simulation with piling. We
calculate the frame-to-frame motion of the objects: mji = x
j+1
i −xji (and similarly for
m˜ji ). The relative error is calculated as e
j
i = |mji − m˜ji |/mji , and the absolute error
as Eji = |mji − m˜ji |. These error values represent how different the frame-to-frame
motion of the object is between the two simulations.
In interpreting these error measures, note that the individual eji and E
j
i are
unlikely to be helpful to consider in isolation, since a single particular object might
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behave quite differently between two simulations, although the simulation as a whole
might be very similar. What is of more interest is the degree to which the change in
simulation method creates a global change in the character of the simulation. This
can be inferred by averaging the eji or E
j
i over all i, which will give a measure of the
overall amount of difference in motion between the two simulations; note that the
absolute error roughly corresponds to average momentum, and thus does not have
a meaningful scale in general. We report both relative and absolute error for two
examples, shown per frame in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, and relative error averaged over
all frames in Table 5.1.
In examining the error rates over the course of simulations, we see that the
error rates fluctuate significantly. Notice that while the error in Examples 5 and
6 are approximately the same on average, they behave quite differently during the
simulation. Note also (e.g. end of Figure 5.9) that the relative error becomes a less
reliable measure as the simulation comes to a near-rest (the mji denominators in e
j
i
approaching 0). We notice that the peak errors in Figure 5.10 tend to occur at points
of significant overall motion (i.e. when rings “splash” out of the box).
5.4 Conclusion and Discussions
Our approach for simulating piles of objects offers a simple method for represent-
ing one of the more interesting features of large rigid body simulations. By repre-
senting the piles explicitly, we can deactivate simulation of objects within the pile,
enabling noticeable speedups. Designers of a rigid body simulation can achieve a de-
sired object piling effect without implementing a more complex and slower frictional
model component. In this way, we not only allow for a richer variety of simulations,
but we achieve this with somewhat faster performance.
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There are some clear limitations to our approach. If we simulate with multiple
objects whose volume varies significantly (e.g. marbles and basketballs), the way
a pile should form is difficult to specify, and our method would not perform well.
Small variations (e.g. a factor of up to 2 or somewhat more) in volume should not
be an issue, however. Also, our approach works more for random piles, rather than
structured stacking (see Erleben [20] for an approach for structured stacking).
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Figure 5.8: Example 9—A pile being broken up after being hit by a high momentum
object.
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Figure 5.9: Timing and Error for Example 5—Drop in a Line. Left axis shows time
per frame (in seconds), and right axis shows relative error. Scaled absolute error is
superimposed.
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Figure 5.10: Timing and Error for Example 6—Rings in a Box. Left axis shows time
per frame (in seconds), and right axis shows relative error. Scaled absolute error is
superimposed.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of sleeping thresholds
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6. MODELING PILES OF OBJECTS VIA AUTOMATED CONSTRAINT
PLACEMENT∗
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we develop a more flexible method for modeling piles of objects.
Modeling massive, disordered piles of objects, e.g. stone piles or food piles are used
in the creation of digital content such as video games and films. Sometimes, the
desired shapes of the piles might not be conical-like shapes. In the previous section,
our pile modeling method is limited to conical shapes. Although we can place conical
shapes to approximate more shapes, it is not very intuitive to set up the control.
To create appealing results and to satisfy specific needs of an artist, a goal-
directable method is desired. We want a more flexible method such that users can
provide initial designs of their desired piles, which could be polygon meshes or con-
figurations for a set of objects, and the method will match simulation results to their
initial stacking designs.
However, this goal-directable problem is very challenging because simulations are
usually formulated as initial configuration problems. Given an initial configuration
of a simulation scene, the simulator will evolve the initial configuration step by step.
There is no guarantee that the results of the simulation will still be close to the design
that a user provided. In addition, directly tweaking the simulation by adjusting the
physics parameters is inefficient, and often ineffective, since we do not know the
mapping between the parameters and our goal.
While procedural synthesis approaches are able to synthesize piles explicitly, the
resulting piles cannot be directly used in a dynamic simulation since the synthesis
∗Part of the data reported in this section is reprinted with permission from Automated Con-
straint Placement to Maintain Pile Shape by Shu-Wei Hsu and John Keyser, 2012. ACM Transac-
tions on Graphics, Vol. 31, No. 6, Article 150, Copyright 2012 by ACM.
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process mainly considers the geometry properties, not the dynamic simulation prop-
erties. If users want to use this resulting pile in a dynamic simulation further, e.g.
stack more objects on it or destroy it with other objects, it is very possible the shape
will fall as soon as dynamic simulations begin.
The main result of this section is a method for stabilizing the stacking process of
simulations, helping preserve the design of object stacking. We demonstrate that our
method is able to guide the stacking simulation to desired pile shapes. Plausibility
of the simulation is also maintained. During simulation, our method eliminates the
degrees of freedom (DOFs) of certain stacking objects which are considered “stable”
locally. It helps preserve the volumes of the desired shapes. Our method includes
two stages. The goal of the first stage is to find object candidates that satisfy static
equilibrium conditions locally. In the second stage, we evaluate whether the DOFs of
candidates can be removed to stabilize the structure without decreasing plausibility.
Then we group eligible candidates to remove some DOFs temporarily, stabilizing the
stacking structure.
6.2 Methodology
For achieving goal-directable massive stacking control, our idea is to strengthen
a stacking structure by decreasing the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of objects during
simulation. This helps reduce the perturbation in the structure and helps preserve
the volume of the shape as well. In multibody simulation, generally each single object
has six DOFs. The total DOFs of a simulation scene is proportional to the number
of objects it has. During simulation, our method detects objects that are aggregated
and reduces the DOFs of the scene by grouping those objects temporarily.
While this alone provides stabilization for stacking, it poses challenges for the
fidelity of the simulation. As an extreme example, we could freeze every single
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Figure 6.1: Control steps are taken every few simulation steps. First old constraints
are removed, then local equilibrium analysis is performed (red objects are those not
passing). Next candidates are filtered based on friction and contact point distribution
requirements (blue objects are those not passing). Finally constraints are applied to
some objects in the remaining candidates (see black dot in picture).
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object in a stacking structure. The DOFs would then be zero. In this case, although
it preserves the shape, it also causes unrealistic visual results since it does not consider
whether an object is stable enough to stay at its current position or not. To maintain
fidelity, we also need to examine whether an object is feasible for stacking before we
try to group it.
Our method (see Figure 6.1) therefore includes two stages: 1) find locally stable
objects, 2) manage the DOFs. In the first stage, our strategy is to use equilibrium
analysis to find objects that are locally stable. In the second stage, we pick suitable
candidates and insert kinematic constraints to group objects in a way that maintains
the structure, and delete constraints to maintain the fidelity of the simulation. As
the simulation is running, we periodically perform these two stages (every 20 time
steps in our implementation). We give a brief algorithmic outline in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2: Simulation loop
i = 0;
while simulating do
step simulation;
if i++ % ctrlcycle == 0 then
delete all constraints;
for each object do
perform local equilibrium analysis (Sec 3.2);
end
add constraints (Sec 3.3);
end
end
Note that not all locally stable objects can be grouped. At the equilibrium
analysis stage, we assume every single object is static (not moving). There exists a
fuzzy gap between the result of equilibrium analysis in a static environment and the
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real situation in the dynamic simulation environment. Some candidates should not
be grouped, e.g. an object which is close to an unstable situation. Adding constraints
to those objects could lead to artifacts that may be quite noticeable. We filter out
those objects by considering the gap between static friction and kinetic friction.
6.2.1 Local Equilibrium Analysis
In the first stage of our control method, we use equilibrium analysis in a local
scheme to identify whether an object satisfies the equilibrium condition locally. In the
second stage (see Sec.6.2.2), the analysis results, including the equilibrium condition
and the solved forces, will be utilized to determine whether we can insert constraints
to “nail” an object to its neighboring objects.
Local equilibrium analysis means we consider an object and all its contact points
as an independent system and check whether the object is stable under that system.
The formulation is same as for global equilibrium analysis but just handles one single
object and its corresponding contacts.
First, we show how to compose the coefficient matrix of equilibrium equation,
Aeq, for our local analysis scheme. Let n + 1 be the number of contact points of an
object. The dimension of Aeq is 6× 3(n+ 1).
Aeq · f+w = 0
[
A0 A1 ... An
]

f0
f1
...
fn

+w = 0
fi is an unknown sub-vector of dimension 3 × 1. Each fi includes one pressure
force, fn, and two friction forces, ft1 , and ft2 , to be solved.
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w is the natural mass property of the object when it is at rest. The dimension
is 6× 1. The first three components represent the weight vector which is (0, mg, 0).
The last three components represent the torque vector which in this case is (0,0,0).
Each sub-matrix Ai stores the coefficients for computing the force and torque
working on the contact point i. The dimension is 6× 3.
Ai =
 nˆi tˆi1 tˆi2
ˆ(ni × ri) ˆ(ti1 × ri) ˆ(ti2 × ri)

where nˆi is the direction of the contact normal and tˆi1 and tˆ
i
2 are two orthogonal
tangent directions. ri is the vector pointing from the center of mass of the object to
the position of contact point i.
Next we show how to compose the coefficient matrix of friction conditions, Afr.
The dimension is 4(n+ 1)× 3(n+ 1).
Afr · f ≤ 0
Afr =

H 0
. . .
0 H
 , H =

−µs 1 0
−µs −1 0
−µs 0 1
−µs 0 −1

µs is the coefficient of static friction. Basically, each friction force needs two
additional constraints to ensure it satisfies the friction pyramid model.
Note that local equilibrium does not yield global equilibrium, but there are three
reasons that we choose to perform the equilibrium analysis locally.
1. The goal of this control method is not to put the structure into global equilib-
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rium, but to maintain the original design in a result that looks like equilibrium.
We observe that the local equilibrium analysis meets this requirement, espe-
cially in massive scenarios.
2. It provides more information than global analysis. Equilibrium analysis basi-
cally provides a yes-no answer. However, in simulation, there are often objects
in motion. The global analysis may always return “no”, which can be problem-
atic for identifying objects that could be grouped. Instead, if we perform local
analysis, objects that are already aggregated in a steady state will be revealed.
3. It is faster than global analysis. Since the time complexity of solving linear
programming is super linear, solving multiple small systems is much faster
than a single large system. In practice, we observe 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
improvement on our examples.
Local analysis could overestimate the equilibrium situation (identify non-equilibrium
as equilibrium). In Figure 6.2(a), object B is unstable in simulation. Selecting all
contacts (p1 to p4) of B to do local equilibrium analysis gets a stable result of equi-
librium so it adds constraints to freeze B. But it makes the structure unnatural. To
avoid this, we only select contacts that can contribute positive forces in the Y (up)
direction (ncp · (0, 1, 0) > 0). With this conservative selection strategy, the new equi-
librium analysis for B uses p1 and p2, and it results in an unstable equilibrium since
the torque cannot be kept to zero. The conservative selection strategy may under-
estimate (identify equilibrium as non-equilibrium) the equilibrium situation, but it
doesn’t cause artifacts. In Figure 6.2(b), object B1 is stable in simulation. Selecting
partial contacts (p1 and p2) results in an unstable equilibrium (underestimation).
No constraints will be added. Though B1 is underestimated, it doesn’t cause ar-
tifacts. While selecting all points (overestimation) may cause noticeable artifacts,
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Figure 6.2: Contact selection strategies. (a) All-selecting. B is identify as equi-
librium, which causes a visual error. (b) Conservatively-selecting. Though B1 is
identify as non-equilibrium it doesn’t cause visual errors.
conservative underestimation only limits potential speedups and is thus preferred.
Note that the contact points for analysis are the result of narrow phase collision
detection. The simulator and the analysis module share the same copy of this infor-
mation. However, the forces from the equilibrium analysis and the forces (or more
specifically, the impulses) from the simulator are independent. We do not use the col-
lision impulses to measure equilibrium since they are designed to avoid penetration
rather than measure forces.
6.2.2 Constraints Management
We begin the second stage by examining the results provided by equilibrium
analysis. This examination selects objects which are reasonable to be grouped. We
then manage the insertion and deletion of constraints to strengthen the structure
and maintain the fidelity of the simulation.
Grouping equilibrium objects can be problematic. We make an assumption that
each object is at rest in the first stage. Instead, they are undergoing dynamic simu-
lation so their status can be varied. We prefer not to group an equilibrium object if
it is close to the boundary of non-equilibrium.
We want to discard objects that have large frictional forces. The concept that
we use to select the threshold is the gap between static friction and kinetic friction.
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Figure 6.3: We set the kinetic friction as the maximal threshold for groupable objects.
Any contact point of a groupable object cannot have a frictional force exceed this
threshold.
We select objects that satisfy the following condition:
|F it1 |, |F it2| < |µkF in| ∀i ∈ contact points (6.1)
F it1 and F
i
t2
are the tangential frictional forces, and F in is the normal force. These
are obtained from equilibrium analysis. µk is the coefficient of kinetic friction. We
compute |µkFn| as the maximal friction threshold. To explain why we set this thresh-
old, we separate contact points into two categories, moving and at rest. Generally
speaking, for moving contact points the maximal kinetic friction that the point can
have is µkFn. If Ft1 or Ft2 is larger than the maximal kinetic friction, it means the
object can not afford enough friction to maintain an equilibrium condition. For the
second category, we know contact point i is at rest. According to a general friction
profile (Figure 6.3), we consider the frictional force, Ft, is close to the moving point
boundary if Ft is larger than the kinetic friction (even though it is in the static re-
gion). In this situation, it is very possible the contact will move soon hence we don’t
want to add a constraint to it.
The distribution of contact points is another issue that we have to consider for
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selecting groupable objects. To be a groupable object, we need two additional re-
quirements:
1. Number of Contact Points. A groupable object should have at least three
contact points, otherwise we will not add constraints to enforce its equilibrium status.
2. Distribution of Contact points. If the positions of all contact points are too
close or are near a collinear situation, statistically it is not easy to be stable. We
compute the following heuristic to detect this problem.
A =
∑
i>2
|(pi − pi−1)× (pi − pi−2)
2
| ∀i ∈ contact points (6.2)
This sums the areas of triangles composed by three contact points with adjacent
indices. If A is zero there is a collinear situation. If all contact points are close to
each other, A will be relatively small, too. We set a threshold, α, so that if A is less
than α we will not add constraints to enforce this object’s equilibrium status. (α
can be selected based on the object’s size and shape). Note that this simple method
filters out problematic objects more conservatively since a small value of A does not
necessarily mean that all contacts are close to each other (e.g. if given four points,
p1 p2 p3, and p4, with p3 is extremely close to p2, A will be close to 0 even if the four
points form a large support in total).
Next, we start to reduce the DOFs by grouping objects. Denote the number of the
candidate objects (i.e. those passing local equilibrium analysis, frictional limits, and
contact point distribution/number limits) as n and the set of the candidate objects
as C = {ci, i ∈ 1...n}. For each ci, Sci = {scij , j ∈ 1...m} denotes a set of surrounding
objects that ci is colliding with. We first check whether S
ci is a subset of C. If not, we
consider the DOFs of ci not ready to be reduced since the neighborhood is not fully
stable. If yes, for each pair of objects, p = (ci, s
ci
j ), we add one constraint between
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param description value
µsim coef. of friction in Bullet 0.7
µs coef. of static friction (equilibrium analysis) 0.7
µk coef. of kinetic friction (candidate selection) 0.6
α collinear/support thres (geometry dependent) 0.5
κ constraint break threshold 5
Table 6.1: Parameters and thresholds used in our implementation.
this pair, thus reducing the DOFs of the set. The constraint is placed at one of the
contact points of p. Generally p has more than one contact point. We randomly pick
one contact point as the position to add the constraint. This constraint limits all
relative motion between ci and s
ci
j .
The specific type of kinematic constraint that we use is a modified slider con-
straint. A general slider constraint reduces 4 DOFs of two connected objects, allow-
ing two objects to translate along one axis and rotate around the same axis relatively.
We further force the translation distance to zero, making it similar to a nail pinning
two objects together at the contact point. Other types of constraints could be used
as well.
We have two additional settings for these constraints to maintain fidelity. First,
the life cycle of those constraints are not permanent. In the beginning of the next
control loop, all constraints will be deleted. Second, the constraint is breakable during
simulation if the impulse applied on it exceeds a threshold κ (in our implementation,
κ = 5m where m is the mass of the object).
6.3 Implementation and Results
We use the Bullet open source physics library[15] as a base for implementing
our control method. In default, the kinematic constraints in Bullet are not hard
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Figure 6.4: We use the upsidedown approach to generate an initial configuration set
closing to the guiding mesh. Here is the guiding mesh in Example 2.
example Cards Sticks Bananas Books
number of objects 40 609 1008 879
constraints added 36 106 1072 630
simulation step (sec.) 0.0007 0.0519 0.2643 0.0180
analysis step (sec.) 0.0251 0.4697 3.3550 0.4042
Table 6.2: Performance from the average of last 512 steps.
constraints, so objects might shift a little bit even with constraints. To ease this
problem, we increase the value of ERP (the joint error reduction parameter) in Bullet
from 0 to 0.8 to make constraints harder. Linear programming is solved by using the
Gurobi Optimizer solver [25]. All results are collected on a system with an i7 3.8GHz
processor (using only one core), 16 GB of RAM, and an NVidia GTX580 graphics
card. Step size is 1/240 second. One control step is run after every 20 simulation
steps. Table 6.1 gives the parameters we use. Table 6.2 shows performance statistics.
In our examples, a control step is roughly an order of magnitude slower than a general
simulation step. Table 6.3 shows the timing breakdown of our Example 3. The overall
effect of adding our control method is to approximately double the simulation time.
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Figure 6.5: Left, simulation with our control method. The shape of the tower can
be preserved until the dropped cubes hit it. Right, simulation only. The tower falls
before any cube hits it.
loop times(sec.)
one control loop 3.3
one simulation loop with constraints 0.26
one simulation only, no constraints 0.20
Table 6.3: The timing breakdown of Example 3, Bananas in a cart
6.3.1 Examples
We create four examples to demonstrate different scenarios where our method
can help preserve stacking designs during simulation. We also test different types
of objects as stacking elements, e.g. brick-like objects, thin slices, and nonconvex
objects, in different examples.
Example 1, Card tower (Figure 6.5) In this example, we try to preserve an
initial configuration of a stacking design. A card tower stands at the beginning of
the simulation, and then we drop cubes one by one to break the tower. We want to
maintain the tower structure until it is hit. Without our control method, the tower
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quickly falls under its own weight. Adding our control, the tower is stable until it is
hit. For further comparison, we also try this example with larger friction coefficients
but without using control. While larger friction allows the tower to remain stable
before being hit, it also creates significant artifacts .
Example 2, Stick pile (Figure 6.6) In this example, we show an art-directable
pile creation using our control method. We want to form a stick pile with a given
shape. The idea is 1) create an initial configuration (positions and orientations of
all objects) close to the desired shape, 2) release objects, and 3) use our control to
strengthen this process. To create the initial configuration, we use an idea following
that of Cho et al.[13]. It works in three steps: we turn the shape upside down,
treat it as a container for collision detection, and drop objects into the mesh until
full (Figure 6.4). This gives us (once it is turned back over) an initial configuration
close to the results that we want, but not necessarily in a stable configuration, i.e. a
straightforward simulation would generally cause the pile to collapse. We then slowly
release objects from the bottom to the top of the shape, using our control method
to strengthen it. The result is a pile that maintains the art-directed look, but still
looks plausible and is still suitable for simulation.
Example 3, Bananas in a cart (Figure 6.8) An alternative approach to
guide stacking is to directly drop objects into a region and apply our method in that
region. This provides more flexibility than the “upsidedown” approach for designing
an initial configuration set. In this example, we drop about 1,000 bananas into a
cart to form a banana hill, which is not achievable by a simulation-only method.
The shape of the banana hill is controlled by a mesh. Objects inside the mesh are
controlled by our method, those outside are not.
Example 4, Book pile (Figure 6.7) This scenario combines examples 1 and
2. A spiral book pile is generated first and is preserved until a giant ball hits it.
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The “upsidedown” approach is used to create the initial configuration set. After the
structure is formed, we release a giant ball to crash into it. Without control, the
structure collapses even before hit by a ball.
Example 5, Chair pile (Figure 6.9) In this example, we test our method
with a chair model. Though the chair model has a higher concave shape than other
models in our previous examples, our model is still able to handle it.
Example 6, Tire pile (Figure 6.10) In this example, we mimic an interesting
and exaggerative tire pile form a photograph created by Alain Delorme[16]. To
mimic this pile, we manually placed tires to copy the overall looking of our initial
tire structure. With this initial pile as input, our method successfully stabilized this
structure. Without using our method, the initial pile immediately fell.
Other examples Figure 6.11 demonstrates that our method can handle slight
initial penetrations between the objects, which may happen in a manually-created
structure. Figure 6.12 compares selection strategies (all vs. conservative - (Sec.
6.2.2)) for contacts to build the local equilibrium system. Artifacts appear with-
out our selection strategy.
6.4 Conclusion and Discussions
We have presented a method for stabilizing stacking behavior in dynamics sim-
ulations, to support art-directable stacking designs. An additional advantage of our
method is that it can be easily added to existing solvers without modifying the solver
fundamentally.
Our approach has some limitations. First, unlike optimization-based methods,
our approach cannot precisely specify the ending configuration. It is also possible to
direct to a shape that could never be supported stably, and thus our method would
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not support. Instead, our method is more suitable for guiding the simulation to
maintain a given shape. Though this limits the range of piles it allows, it also helps
ensure that the piles look physically plausible.
Another issue (that can be seen as a limitation or an advantage) is that the pile
structure created is still subject to physics simulation. Thus, dropping objects at too
high of a speed can add too much energy and break apart any pile that may have
already formed. For example, if the bananas in Example 3 are dropped into the cart
at too high of a speed, there will be no opportunity for a pile to form. While the
user still has a great deal of flexibility in designing the shape, our control process can
only help in maintaining or achieving a shape, it cannot completely negate physics.
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Figure 6.6: To create a pile of a given shape, a user specifies a desired shape and
starting configuration of objects. At right, a pile starting in a desired configuration
will collapse under simulation. The middle shows the result of adding constraints
judiciously to maintain the pile shape. At right is the desired control mesh (in white),
with the objects that have had constraints applied colored in cyan.
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Figure 6.7: A pile of books. Top: The analysis result of current frame (cyan: stable
objects; red: unstable objects). Middle: The simulation result with control. Bottom:
The simulation result without control.
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Figure 6.8: Bananas. At top, without our control method, the bananas exhibit only
minimal piling. At bottom, our control method allows the banana pile to closely
match the desired shape.
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Figure 6.9: A chair pile created by our method. The mesh in the bottom right is our
desired shape.
Figure 6.10: An exaggerative pile created by our method (the left image). We
manually placed tires to create an initial pile and then use our method to stabilize
the structure. Without using our method, the pile fell immediately (the right image)
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Figure 6.11: Our method can handle slight initial penetrations between the objects,
which may happen in a manually-created structure. The left image is the result
without using our control method. The center image is the result with our control.
The right image shows the constraints positions of the controlled result.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of contact selection strategies (all vs. conservative) for
contacts to build the local equilibrium system. Artifacts appear without using our
selection strategy.
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7. CONCLUSION
This dissertation describes several techniques for efficiently simulating large num-
bers of rigid objects and for artistically guiding the piling phenomenon appearing in
the large scale rigid body simulations. To conclude this dissertation, we first review
the thesis statement of this dissertation and list the results for supporting this state-
ment. Then, we summarize some limitations of our techniques. Finally, we discuss
future research of this work.
7.1 Summary of Results
Again, the thesis statement of this dissertation is:
Simulating large numbers of rigid bodies can be made efficient by modeling the
problem with a statistical computation scheme, and be made art-directable for stack-
ing behavior through degree-of-freedom reduction techniques.
We prove this thesis statement by demonstrating the following things:
• Present a fast rigid body simulator using statistical techniques. This work
demonstrates that our statistically-based collision approach can provide plau-
sible results and major performance improvement.
• Extend the statistical method to a mixed method that resolve the collision
according to an object’s visual importance. Under this framework, we can easily
handle a non-uniform simplification, creating plausible rigid body simulations
and achieving better performance as well.
• Introduce two techniques to offer artistic control for modeling model the large
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scale stacking phenomenon. The main idea behind these two techniques is
properly reducing the DOFs. To do this properly, one utilizes the idea of angle
of repose, and the other uses equilibrium analysis. These two techniques both
allow us to specify the shapes of piles that can be obtained, allowing for a more
realistic or more art-directed look to emerge.
7.2 Limitation
Here, we summarize the limitation of each technique we proposed. More detail
about them can be found at the end of chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6.
For the statistical rigid body simulator:
• The method is appropriate for rigid body simulation situations requiring sig-
nificant performance improvement, and allowing for some loss in fidelity.
• The statistical method has only limited (though still noticeable) performance
improvement over a competing ultra-low resolution model.
For the mixed rigid body simulator:
• Again, due to the possible errors introduced by the simplified simulation, this
method would be inappropriate in a setting in which high accuracy is desired
across the entire scene.
For the first pile modeling techniques that use the idea of angles of repose:
• If we simulate with multiple objects, their volume cannot vary too much.
• This approach works more for random piles, rather than structured stacking.
For the second pile modeling techniques that use the idea of equilibrium analysis:
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• The shape of the desired pile should still be physically plausible; otherwise it
won’t work.
7.3 Future Work
We have described several novel techniques for advancing large scale rigid body
simulation. There are a number of ways that these techniques can spur further work
in the future. We list some interesting directions here.
First, the statistically-based simulation model we have proposed in the disserta-
tion could certainly be augmented in various ways, including determining an “opti-
mal” sampling of the domain during signature gathering, or better handling of highly
non-convex shapes. Not only will the sampling time decrease but also the quality of
statistical signatures will increase.
Also, we believe that a statistical approach as described here has potential wider
application, such as to deformable object simulation or to particle-based fluid sim-
ulation (other statistical approaches have already been applied to fluid simulation
[67, 74]). Additional statistical behavior should be made to achieve this; for ex-
ample, the statistical behavior of the local deformation due to the collision forces
and inner forces. We expect to see more speedup by implementing these simulation
systems. Moreover, the work presented in this dissertation discusses determination
of the signature from an impulse-based simulation. However, it may be possible to
collect signatures via other means, including measurement of real-world objects. Our
work has demonstrated that a statistical model of collision response is sufficient to
produce feasible results. This, then, opens up much wider simulation possibilities,
including incorporation of real-world and not just virtual objects.
Finally, there are a couple exciting topics that can be extended from our pile
modeling techniques. First, it would be interesting to fit our art-guiding techniques
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into articulated object simulation or deformable object simulation such as Position-
Based Dynamics[52]. Just like rigid objects, stacking phenomena often happen with
these two types of objects. Fundamentally, there is no reason why it could not
be extended to handle them, as well. Also, it would be very interesting to study
the perceptual tolerance for this type of simulation controls. It might be useful to
maximize the controllability level without breaking the plausibility of the simulation.
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